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The objective of this study was to investigate how the bilingual disadvantage of word finding 
relates to the bilingual language profile. In two experiments 30 Norwegian-English bilinguals 
were presented with definitions of four different types of low frequent target words, to try to 
induce tip-of-the-tongue states: common noun cognates, common noun non-cognates, proper 
noun cognates, and proper noun non-cognates. If the participants experienced the feeling of 
knowing the target word, but had trouble finding it, they reported being in a tip-of-the-tongue 
state (TOT).    
 
One experiment was in English, the other in Norwegian. The participants also did a 
vocabulary test for each language as well as answering a comprehensive language experience 
and proficiency questionnaire (LEAP-Q) adapted from Marian and colleagues (2007).  
 
There was only a significant effect for the TOT proportions between the languages as a 
whole, where the TOT proportions in English were higher than in Norwegian. The factor 
analysis showed that increased TOT proportions related to factors such as proficiency, 
competition input from both English and Norwegian, and language competition in general 
(exposure, language switching and use). Additionally, it did not seem like there was a cognate 
facilitation effect on tip-of-the-tongue states among our group of bilinguals. Results were 
discussed in relation to the two hypotheses for the underlying mechanism of TOTs - the 
Weaker Links- and Competition for Selection Hypothesis. Even though there were also 
indications of support for the Weaker Links Hypothesis, the results from the regression 
analyses on TOT proportions seemed to gear most towards support for the competition 
account.  
 
The results of the study are not clear-cut and do not show many significant effects due to the 
low number of participants and their similar bilingual language profiles (they do not vary 
much). Also, the similarity between the English and Norwegian language plays a role here. 
But there are some interesting patterns worth discussing and looking at to possibly integrate 
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1. Introduction 
The bilingual disadvantage refers to the problems bilinguals experience having to manage 
two languages in their mind at once. Although, initially speaking language production was 
thought to be a selective process for bilinguals, much research now suggest that a bilingual’s 
language production is a non-selective process where several alternatives in both languages 
are active at the same time (e.g. Hermans, Bongaerts, De Bot & Schreuder, 1998; Gollan & 
Acenas, 2004). A number of studies have investigated which aspects of a person’s bilingual 
profile and language relationships might relate to the bilingual disadvantage. Much of this 
work has focused on problems with word finding where bilinguals as opposed to 
monolinguals experience more tips-of-the-tongue (TOTs) (e.g. Gollan & Acenas, 2004; Kroll 
& Gollan, 2014). Bilinguals differ in language age of acquisition (AOA), dominance, 
proficiency, the frequency with which they use their languages and the ways in which they 
use them (code-switching1 or language switching2). These aspects are interesting parts of the 
bilingual profile that might relate to the frequency of occurrence of TOT states. Two separate 
hypotheses have been forwarded as to why bilinguals experience more TOTs: one, called the 
weaker links hypothesis3, suggests that due to the bilingual’s less frequent use of each 
language, one might struggle with coming up with the correct word in a given context 
(Gollan, Montoya, Cera, & Sandoval, 2008; Gollan, Slattery, Van Assche, Duyck, & Rayner 
2011). Another, called competition for selection hypothesis4, argues that the appearance of 
two competing word alternatives for production (one for each language) causes a slowing of 
word access leading a person into a TOT state (Green, 1998; Kroll, Bobb, & Wodniecka, 
2006). The current study will investigate the relationship between TOTs and aspects of 
bilingual profile in Norwegian-English bilinguals. The way to do so is to compare their 
bilingual profile including a vocabulary test in both their languages to the results of a within 
participant experiment where we try to induce tip-of-the-tongue states. 
  
The focus of this thesis is the bilingual disadvantage in word finding and its relationship to 
bilingual profile. In what follows I will first present the modeling of bilingual language 
processing and then discuss the bilingual disadvantage more in detail. Moving on, I will 
																																																								
1 Switching between languages voluntarily because both parties understand both languages.  
2 Having to switch to the other language because the other party does not understand the first language.  
3 i.e the frequency-lag hypothesis or transmission deficit hypothesis.  
4 i.e dual activation hypothesis.  
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discuss the bilinguals in our study, Norwegian-English bilinguals in Norway. Norwegian and 
English are closely related languages and language similarity can affect language processing. 
I will therefore, in that section, also compare Norwegian and English in language structure to 
evaluate the potential effects of language similarity in relation to the issue of word finding 
difficulties. After that I will present the current study including our manipulations and finally 
write the predictions that the weaker links- and competition for selection hypothesis make.  
 
1.1 Modeling bilingual language processing 
Several models have been put forward to try to explain bilingual language processing. I will 
now discuss five of them along with some evidence for what they show and claim. One called 
the BIA+ model focuses on perception while another model from Costa (2005) focuses on 
production. Three others called RHM, ICM and the Adaptive Control Hypothesis focus on 
how bilinguals differ and they all take into account effects of language experience.  
1.1.1 Bilingual Interactive Activation + 
Model (BIA+) and Costa’s language 
production model 
The BIA+ model is a model that focuses on 
bilingual language perception of input. It is an 
expanded version from the original BIA model 
by Dijkstra & van Heuven (1998). Shown in 
Figure 1 on this page, the model starts with the 
identification system, with visual input at the 
bottom indicated by the arrowhead pointing 
upwards, where a string of letters is put in.  
 
The visual input activates certain orthographical 
and phonological sublexical candidates that are 
similar to the input string and are above a certain 
value of resting level (depending on frequency of use, recency of use, proficiency in L1 and 
L2) (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002). Further on, activation is spread onto word- and sound 
candidates that contain those features. The candidates from the input then activate the 
language node connected to each of them and the semantic relation, which feeds that 
Figure 1 . BIA + model from Dijkstra & van 
Heuven (2002). 
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information back to the candidates. The word and sound candidate relating to the input 
becomes most active and is recognized.  
 
The task schema in the BIA+ model receives continual input from the identification system. 
This schema does not directly influence the activation of words, but does control how the 
information from the identification system is used. Linguistic sentence context might 
influence the word recognition system, both semantically and linguistically, priming 
activation of lexical candidates.  
 
The model assumes that all bilinguals have one single integrated lexicon for all their 
languages, lexical access being non-selective and parallel (i.e. all language alternatives are 
active during the stages of the comprehension process). In other words, the BIA+ predicts 
that the presentation of a word in one language activates the orthographical, phonological and 
semantic representations in all known languages (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002).   
 
Costa (2005) proposes a model for 
bilingual language processing that takes 
into account the different access stages for 
both selective (part a) and non-selective 
activation (part b). The model presents as 
a schematic process of a person’s 
production planning from the first thought 
all the way to the point before the 
utterance. Part (a) is shown in Figure 2 on 
this page and part (b) in Figure 3 on the 
following page. The squares in Figure 2 
and 3 indicate the lexical nodes of the 
language one is not using (Spanish) and 
the circles the lexical nodes of the 
language one is using (English). The arrows indicate the flow of activation, while the 
thickness of the circles/squares indicates the level of activation of the representations. In 
Figure 2, the rectangle is a language-specific selection mechanism. That means that the only 
lexical nodes this mechanism considers are the ones belonging to the response language, and 
renders all other nodes in the non-response language irrelevant for selection. Then, the 
Figure 2. Bilingual language-selective production model from 
Costa (2005).   
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mechanism selects the highest activated lexical node of the response language, in this case 
the node that reads “DOG”.  
 
Language production starts with the thought about a concept (the picture of the dog). The 
concept activates certain semantic representations. These again activate lexical nodes with 
words that are semantically related to the concept in the known languages, for instance 
gato/cat or perro/dog, but the nodes are activated to a different degree. At the same time, the 
phonological nodes belonging to the lexical node alternatives are activated. We then reach a 
language specific selection mechanism that selects the lexical node, within the response 
language, with the highest activation. When a lexical node (word) is selected, this node has 
specific phonological nodes connected to it. This is the level of phonological retrieval in the 
production process. 
  
In Figure 3 everything is similar to Figure 2 until we reach the rectangle with the selection 
mechanism. Here the mechanism is 
language non-specific selection, 
rendering all other active lexical 
nodes relevant for selection 
regardless of the language to which 
they belong. After that the selected 
lexical node again activates the 
phonological nodes connected to it, 
which then facilitate phonological 
retrieval. There are two possible 
solutions to how the selection 
process progresses in the language 
non-specific mechanism. One is 
that the mechanism selects the 
highest activated lexical node, 
whether it is part of the response language or the non-response language. Poulisse (1999) 
calls this the differential amount. The differential amount secures that the lexical nodes with 
the highest activation are the ones belonging to the language currently in use. The other 
suggestion of how the mechanism selects lexical nodes is that there are certain inhibitory 
processes suppressing the lexical nodes from the non-response language. This also secures 
Figure 3. Bilingual non-selective language production model from 
Costa (2005).  
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that the lexical nodes of the response language are always more activated than those of the 
non-response language (Costa, 2005). Costa (2005) does not state whether phonological 
activation is as clearly non-specific like he states with lexical activation. What he does say is 
that it depends on the similarity of the two languages in question. If they have a certain 
overlap in phonological features, this will most likely impact the ease of phonological 
retrieval (Costa 2005).   
  
Both BIA+ and part (b) of Costa’s production model assume, as mentioned, non-selective 
activation in bilingual language processing. When Kroll & Tokowicz (2005) discuss BIA+ 
processing in light of two languages that have many strong orthographic similarities, they 
state that there will most likely be parallel activation of candidates that create competition at 
lexical and sublexical levels. This is the case with pairs of cognates (translation equivalents 
similar in form, meaning and phonology), interlingual homographs (similar in form but not 
translation equivalents, like “false friends”) and orthographic neighbors (all words in each 
language that are similar in form, but slightly different than the target word).  
  
A lot of evidence for BIA+ model and Costa’s non-selective production model comes from 
studies testing cognate processing. Lemhöfer & Dijkstra (2004) performed generalized 
lexical decision tasks with interlingual homographs in experiment 3 and homographic 
cognates in experiment 4 in their study of Dutch-English bilinguals. The bilinguals were 
given the instructions to press the “yes” button if the presented item was a word in at least 
one of their languages (English or Dutch) and “no” if it was a non-word in either of the 
languages. They did not find an effect for interlingual homographs being accessed faster 
compared to the matched English and Dutch control conditions, but that cognates indeed 
were recognized faster. They further stated that it seemed like the effect for cognates 
appeared to depend on their overlap in meaning across languages, which led to facilitation. 
So only shared orthography did not lead to facilitation relative to the fastest recognized 
controls (Dutch), but if you added semantic overlap (like in the case with cognates), it did. 
They suggested that the cognates between English and Dutch were maybe represented in a 
special way, with semantic and orthographic representations being strongly linked (Lemhöfer 
& Dijkstra, 2004).    
  
I have now explained and discussed some models that take non-selective bilingual language 
processing into account both by comprehension and production. But all bilinguals differ in 
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their language experience, that is, they differ for instance in proficiency, dominance, modes 
of use (dual language context, code-switching or monolingual context) and frequency of use 
in general.   
 
1.1.2 Revised Hierarchy Model (RHM) 
One of the models that focus on language experience is the Revised Hierarchy Model (shown 
in Figure 4) by Kroll & Stewart (1994; 
earlier version(s) Potter, Eckhardt & 
Feldman, 1984). This model takes into 
account the language proficiency of a 
bilingual person. In Figure 4 the bigger 
L1 box represents language 1, the 
mother tongue, and the smaller L2 box 
represents language 2. The concept 
box represents a person’s stored 
concepts for language use. The two 
straight lines between the L1 and L2 
boxes represent the lexical links 
between the two languages, while the 
diagonal lines represent the conceptual links between language and concepts. Dashed lines 
mean a weaker link, while solid lines mean stronger links. The arrows indicate which way the 
association goes.  
 The RHM claims that there are stronger lexical bonds of association from L2 to L1 
than vice versa. That is because most learners of a second language start off their associations 
with an L2 through word translations from their L1. Also, the links between words and 
concepts are on the other hand considered to be stronger for L1 than for L2. So the RHM 
makes two assumptions on the connection of words and concepts in bilingual memory. 
Firstly, L1 words are more connected to concepts as opposed to L2 words. Secondly, L2 
words are more connected to corresponding translation equivalents in L1 than L1 words are 
connected to L2 translation equivalents (Kroll and Tokowicz, 2005). The model assumes that 
both lexical and conceptual links are active in a bilingual’s memory during language 
processing, but that the strength of the links depend on the fluency of L2 and relative 
dominance of L1 to L2. In other words, this model predicts that as your proficiency increases 
Figure 4. The Revised Hierarchical Model from Kroll & Stewart 
(1994). 
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in your L2, you will be able to access concepts right away in the L2 without having to 
translate through lexical links (Kroll & Stewart, 1994 reference).  
  
Evidence for the RHM model comes from studies on translation performance (Sunderman & 
Kroll, 2006). The studies show how language proficiency can impact the connections 
between our conceptual memory and both our language. For instance, Sunderman & Kroll 
(2006) tested two groups of English-Spanish bilinguals in a translation recognition task (first 
used by De Groot, 1992). One group was less proficient and the other more proficient in 
Spanish. The task was to decide whether two presented words were translation equivalents or 
not, for example the words cara-face. There was also a critical condition were the words 
were not translation equivalents, but similar in form or meaning to the correct translation, for 
instance cara-card. The tasks in the critical condition needed a “no” response. It was 
hypothesized that the less proficient bilingual group, compared to the more proficient group, 
would spend more time rejecting the word pairs that were not translation equivalents (like 
cara-fact) as the word fact was similar in form to the L1 translation equivalent of the L2 
word cara (face). This rejection would be slower because the RHM hypothesizes that the less 
proficient English-Spanish bilinguals would, in order to access the concept of cara, go 
through the lexical link face. When there was a distractor in form, like fact, this would 
confuse the less proficient participant. The more proficient participants would have a stronger 
link with the concept of the word cara. They would not be distracted by the word fact, 
because they would not have to go through the word face to access the words meaning.  
  
The tests showed that the less proficient learner were significantly slower to respond to the 
word pairs that were not translation equivalents. It also showed that the more proficient 
learners were not distracted by form similarity to the form-related translation neighbor 
(Sunderman & Kroll, 2006). The results from this study show that degree of proficiency in 
L2 indeed influences how a bilingual processes words in the L2, and serves as support for the 
proficiency related processing put forward by the RHM.  
  
Except from part of a solution for non-specific language selection in Costa’s (2005) 
production model, little focus of the before-mentioned models has been devoted to the issue 
of how the cognitive system actually manages to resolve the competition of multiple active 
lexical and candidates across a bilingual’s two languages. The next section discusses this 
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with Green’s (1998) Inhibitory Control Model followed by the proposal of an expansion of 
the ICM called The Adaptive Control Hypothesis (Green & Abutalebi, 2013).  
1.1.3 Inhibitory Control Model (IC) & Adaptive Control Hypothesis (ACH) 
As a mechanism to modulate the resulting competition in bilingual language processing, 
Green (1998) proposed the Inhibitory Control mechanism that uses the output of the lexical 
system to achieve proficient performance and can be seen in Figure 5.  
  
When planning language production is that 
you set a goal. That goal then activates your 
conceptual memory, the base you connect 
all meaning to, and one that is common to 
both your languages. The conceptual 
representation for your goal then activates 
your bilingual lexico-semantic system, 
where the words connected to your concept 
representations lie. The conceptual representation also activates something Green (1998) calls 
the supervisory attentional system (SAS).  SAS controls the activation of language task 
schemas to achieve certain language processing goals (Kroll & Tokowicz, 2005). For 
instance, a task schema for naming a picture in L1 would be different from the schema for the 
same action in L2 or translating a word from L1 to L2. What is critical with the task schemas 
is that they activate lemmas (uninflected word forms) in the target language and inhibit 
lemmas in the non-target language. Each lemma is marked with a language tag that specifies 
the language it belongs to. The inhibitory control will differ in degree depending on how 
active other non-intended lemmas are. Therefore, if a bilingual, while attempting to name 
something in their L2, experiences a high activation of competitive lexical alternatives in 
their more dominant L1, the inhibitory control mechanism needs to operate in a larger degree 
to suppress the L1, than would be necessary to suppress the L2 during naming in L1.  
  
The IC model predicts that there will be a switch cost when a less balanced bilingual, having 
first spoken in his or her second language, is required to switch into L1 again. It will in other 
words take much longer for an unbalanced bilingual to switch into L1, because one has just 
suppressed the L1 a lot to be able to speak in L2. Therefore it takes longer to re-activate the 
L1 than to activate L2 when having to switch from L1 to L2.  
Figure 5.	The Inhibitory Control Model from Green 
(1998). 
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Green & Abutalebi (2013) proposed an expansion of the inhibitory control model. This is 
called the Adaptive Control Hypothesis. 
The theory focuses on how individuals 
have certain control processes when 
dealing with language. Figure 6 contains 
four boxes that comprise the architecture 
of the ACH with arrows depicting the 
control connections between them. Filled arrows indicate that the control processes are 
internal, the empty ones being external. The interactional context refers to how the language 
is used while the speech pipeline comprises all conceptual, affective, linguistic and 
sensorimotor (involving senses and motor functions) representations incorporated in the 
production and comprehension of speech (Green & Abutalebi, 2013). Control processes are 
the ones that control the representations in the speech pipeline in the working memory to 
make sure that the goal is reached. Finally, the meta-control process sets the parameters of 
the control processes. The interactional context controls externally which parts of the speech 
pipeline need to be controlled and which ones need to be active. The control between the 
speech pipeline and the different control processes controls the same thing, but internally. 
The control between the meta- and general control processes is also internal.    
  
The control processes adapt themselves depending on the demands of the interactional 
context the individuals are in. Green & Abutalebi (2013) suggest 8 different control 
processes: (1) goal maintenance, (2) conflict monitoring, (3) interference suppression, (4) 
salient cue detection, (5) selective response inhibition, (6) task disengagement, (7) task 
engagement and (8) opportunistic planning, and 3 interactional contexts: (1) single language, 
(2) dual language and (3) dense code switching (Green & Abutalebi, 2013)5.   
  
Green & Abutalebi (2013) also state in which interactional contexts different language 
control processes demand more or less control, or if it is neutral on that account. They 
propose that during single language use, more demand is put on the processes of goal 
maintenance, conflict monitoring and interference suppression. Demand for control is neutral 
for the five other control processes (almost non-existent). In a dual language context, more 
language control is demanded for all control processes except for opportunistic planning 
																																																								
5 For more detailed explanation of the eight control processes and three interactional contexts, see Green & 
Abutalebi (2013). 
Figure 6.	The architecture of the Adaptive Control 
Hypothesis from Green & Abutalebi (2013). 
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(neutral). In dense code switching the demand of control is neutral on all control processes 
except for opportunistic planning; opportunistic planning requires more control. The 
hypothesis suggests the highest demand of control is in dual language situations for goal 
maintenance, control monitoring and interference suppression, and in dense code switching 
situations for opportunistic planning.  
  
In other words, what the adaptive control hypothesis proposes is that individuals that speak in 
dual language situations are the ones that have had the most training of adaptive control (in 7 
out of 8 control processes). Dual language speakers are better at controlling their language 
because they almost constantly need to inhibit their other language. The hypothesis considers 
them more experienced controllers of their two languages compared to code switchers 
because regular bilinguals have to change their language depending on the people they talk 
to, while code switchers do not. Code switchers are in an environment where all the people in 
their surroundings understand both of their languages; there is little effort made to inhibit the 
non-target language alternatives because there are indeed two target languages.  
  
A lot of evidence for the ICM and ACH comes from research done on language switching 
tasks. Meuter & Allport (1999) tested how dependent on the direction of the switch the 
language switching was. Different language speaking bilinguals were given the task of 
naming nine digits repeated in lists. The color on the screen per trial instructed which 
language the digit was supposed to be named in. One specific color represented one 
language, and another a different language. The latencies of the digit naming for trials 
preceded by a same-language response (no-switch), or by a different language response 
(switch) were measured. The naming latencies for switch trials were slower than for no-
switch trials – giving a language switching cost. Also, the language switching cost appeared 
to be greater when asked to switch from the less dominant to the dominant language than vice 
versa. In other words, after naming in L2, when the following word has to be produced in L1, 
the system requires a longer time to re-activate the newly suppressed lexical nodes because 
they have been strongly inhibited (Meuter & Allport, 1999). This is consistent with the 
predictions of the IC model by Green (1998). Other research confirms these predictions as 
well (e.g. Mosca & de Bot, 2017, argue that switching costs are dominance-related). 
  
The inhibitory processes of our bilingual system require a lot of cognitive attention. Since 
bilinguals constantly have to inhibit a non-target language, they have shown to possess an 
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advantage with better control in cognitive demanding non-verbal tasks. For instance research 
findings from Bialystok, Craik, Klein, & Viswanathan (2004) show that for older bilinguals 
who have spent their lives in environments where their two languages have been used very 
often, there is some sort of protection from decline in executive cognitive function. This 
protection seems to be related to their active bilingualism.   
1.2 The bilingual disadvantage 
Bilinguals suffer some bilingual disadvantages when having to juggle two languages in the 
mind at once. For instance, even though bilinguals clearly know more words than 
monolinguals across their two languages, they are shown to have significantly smaller 
language-specific vocabulary compared to them. This is shown through vocabulary testing in 
children (Bialystok, Luk, Peets & Yang, 2010) and adults (Bialystok, Craik & Luk, 2008). 
Also, bilinguals often show a slower naming of pictures in picture-naming tasks (Ivanova & 
Costa, 2008).  
1.2.1 The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon   
The focus of this study is another bilingual disadvantage called the tip-of-the-tongue 
phenomenon (TOT phenomenon). It is described by Brown & NcNeill (1966) as a state 
where one cannot come up with the name for a familiar word, but can think of related words 
with similar form and meaning. Brown (1991) also adds to the description of the TOT state 
that we are sure that we can remember the word we are searching for, but at the time we are 
unable to retrieve it.  
  
Several papers have addressed the question of why TOT states occur. First, Brown & 
McNeill (1966) suggested that TOT states are just like any other search for a word, it is just 
slowed by not having enough information to recall the word at the beginning. This theory is 
called the incomplete activation hypothesis. On the other hand, others have suggested that in 
a TOT state, you are in search through your memory after a word, and suddenly another 
related word gets in the away of the search and serves as a blocker (Burke, Worthley & 
Martin, 1988; Reason & Lucas, 1984).  
  
Jones & Langford (1987) tested the blocking hypothesis up against the incomplete activation 
hypothesis. Under the incomplete activation hypothesis, the related words would serve as a 
guidance to find the target word and thus result in fewer TOT states. Under the blocking 
hypothesis the related words would interfere and serve as blockers and thus results in more 
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TOT states. They found that priming with semantic related words did not give any effects one 
way or the other, but that priming with phonologically related words led to more TOT states 
compared to what unrelated priming words did. This is evidence for the blocking hypothesis, 
but against the incomplete activation hypothesis. Jones (1989) tested this again with even 
more similar and related words to the target, and again found support for the blocking- and 
evidence against the incomplete activation hypothesis.  
  
Tip-of-the-tongue states is a type of word retrieval failure that happens with everyone, but 
much more often in bilinguals than with monolinguals (Pyers, Gollan & Emmorey, 2009) and 
more often in your non-dominant language compared to your dominant language (Gollan & 
Silverberg, 2001; Gollan & Acenas, 2004). Two hypotheses have been put forward to suggest 
an answer to why bilinguals experience more TOT states in general than monolinguals. One 
relates to a generally lower frequency of use of each language and the other to competition 
from each language during language production.  
 
1.2.2 The weaker links hypothesis assumes that bilinguals might struggle with word finding 
because each of them use their two languages less than a monolingual would use his only 
language. The process is therefore exercised less frequently, leading the bilingual to become 
less practiced than a monolingual in gaining access to the same word, thus accessing it more 
slowly (Gollan & Silverberg, 2001). Less access to both languages means that bilinguals, in 
addition to in their L2, struggle more with word finding in their L1 than do monolinguals 
(Gollan & Brown, 2006). Over time, using each language less will lead to weaker links 
between the semantic and the phonological system, hence the name weaker links (Gollan et 
al. (2008).  
  
Gollan et al. (2008) provided evidence for the weaker links hypothesis in their first 
experiment by comparing English picture naming latencies across participant groups with one 
group of English speaking monolinguals and another group of English dominant Spanish-
English bilinguals. Additionally, they compared picture-naming latencies in Spanish with 
naming latencies in English within the bilingual group. The predictions were that the 
bilinguals would show slower naming latencies in English than the monolinguals because 
they used English less often. They also predicted that the bilinguals would show slower 
naming latencies in Spanish than in English because they were English dominant and 
therefore assumed to have a higher frequency of English use. The participants were to name 
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the pictures that appeared on the screen as fast as possible. The bilinguals named pictures in 
each lists in English only, Spanish only, or by using either language depending on which 
language from which they first came up with the word. The monolinguals named all lists only 
in English. The results from Gollan et al.’s (2008) first experiment directly confirmed the 
weaker links hypothesis as the bilinguals indeed showed slower naming latencies than did the 
monolinguals, particularly with low-frequency names (same effects in Gollan et al., 2011; 
Ivanova & Costa, 2008).  
  
More important support for the weaker links was found when Pyers et al. (2009) tested 
unimodal bilinguals (speak two languages), bimodal bilinguals (speak one language, sign 
another) and monolinguals (speak one language). They tested bimodal bilinguals because 
they could help figure out whether TOT states occur at the semantic- and/or, phonological 
level, or because bilinguals use each language less frequently than monolinguals. This is 
because bimodal bilinguals cannot experience phonological competition between the two 
languages. They tested 22 American Sign Language (ASL)-English bilinguals, 22 English 
monolinguals and 11 Spanish-English bilinguals by having them name 52 pictures in English 
that represented low-frequency words. All bilinguals, but one S-E and one ASL-E, reported 
English as their dominant language. All participants from each group were individually 
matched for age, education level and self-reported English proficiency (skills).  
 
The set of six dependent variables were GOT (correct retrieval), +TOT (failed or self-
resolved retrieval), True TOT6 (dividing +TOTs by +TOTs and GOTs to find the TOT 
proportion; that is the amount of TOTs experienced divided by the opportunity to experience 
TOTs – the total number of words you know), -TOT (failed or self-resolved incorrect 
retrieval), notGOT (failed retrieval and later recognized words), and postDK (didn’t know 
after being told the target word).  
  
The results showed significant findings where the both the unimodal (Spanish-English) and 
bimodal bilinguals (ASL-English) experienced more +TOTs, more True TOTs, more 
postDKs, and less GOTs than monolinguals. Unimodal and bimodal bilinguals did not differ 
in number of +TOTs and proportion of True TOTs. This confirms that there is a common 
																																																								
6	This is based on the fact that the opportunity of experiencing a TOT state is only there when the activation of a 
word reaches a level that could result in either a TOT or a correct retrieval (GOT). By calculating it like 
explained in the text, you get the proportion of TOTs experienced out of all all opportunities to have a TOT. In 
this text, the TOT proportion is called True TOTs (Pyers et al., 2009).  
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mechanism creating the increased number of TOTs in uni- and bimodal bilinguals (Pyers et 
al., 2009). Therefore, Pyers et al. (2009) state that the study clearly shows that increased TOT 
experiences are not just due to competition between phonological forms, since bimodal 
bilinguals cannot experience competition at this stage. Because TOT unimodal bilinguals 
name cognates faster (e.g. Gollan & Acenas, 2004) and bimodals do not have the advantage 
of cognitive control due to lemma competition (Emmorey, Luk, Pyers & Bialystok, 2008), 
Pyers et al. (2009) suggest that TOTs happen because there is a less frequent use of words in 
each of the languages (support for the weaker links hypothesis).   
 
1.2.3 The competition for selection hypothesis assumes that there are alternatives, from 
both languages active during a bilingual’s production process, that compete for selection even 
when the bilingual is specifically planning in one of the two languages. Word alternatives 
will always, at least briefly, become active regardless of the language you are planning to 
use. So when a bilingual is planning the production of a word in one specific language, 
translation equivalents in the other language will also be active, increasing the competition 
for selection and slowing lexical access (Green, 1998; Kroll, Bobb & Wodniecka, 2006).  
  
Evidence for the competition for selection hypothesis comes from, among others, using 
something called the phono-translation testing paradigm (Hermans et al. 1998; Costa, 
Colomé, Gómez & Sebastián-Gallés, 2003). Testing using phono-translation is when 
participants are given the task to name pictures in their L2 while receiving auditory distractor 
words in L1 phonologically related or unrelated to the L2 target word.  
  
Klaus, Lemhöfer & Schriefers (2018) used a reversed version of this testing paradigm to 
investigate if a less dominant L2, reached activation up to the phonological level during 
production in the L1. They tested Dutch-English bilinguals in their L1 (Dutch) to check if the 
L2 translation of L1 non-cognate words were activated up to the phonological level. In 
Experiment 1, the participants named pictures in their L1 (Dutch) out loud while ignoring 
auditory distractor words from their L2 (English) that were phonologically or not 
phonologically related to the L2 translation of the target word. The distractor words were 
presented at two different times (SOAs), in one block at the same time as the picture (SOA= 
0 ms), the next block 150 ms seconds before (SOA = -150 ms). All the instructions during 
Experiment 1 were held in Dutch (L1). They found that related distractors, only at the early 
SOA (-150 ms), made the participants spend longer time naming the pictures then when they 
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were presented with unrelated distractors – i.e. there was a phono-translation effect. They did 
the same in Experiment 2, but now the instructions were given in English (L2) and with a 
second set of participants. This was thought to increase the activation of L2 to check if this 
resulted in increased competition between L1 and L2 at the phonological level. If so, there 
would be an even larger phono-translation effect here compared to Experiment 1. The results 
from Experiment 2 did not show any phono-translation effect.  
  
After both Experiment 1 and 2, Klaus et al. (2018) administered several proficiency 
measures, including a questionnaire asking the participants to write down the English names 
of all the pictures used throughout the experiment (controlling for translatability). This was to 
check if they knew all the words also in their L2. Due to the participants’ difficulty with 
naming the L2 translation of many of the picture names (15%), they had to remove many of 
their observations from Experiment 1 and 2. For Experiment 3, to prevent further data loss, 
they used an improved set of targets and distractors where the participants were more likely 
to know the picture names. The experiment was identical to Experiment 1, except performed 
with a third set of participants, the improved target-distractor set, and SOAs only at -150 ms 
(the phono-translation effect had been strongest there in Experiment 1). Results from 
Experiment 3 showed that the related distractors made the participants spend longer time 
naming the pictures than when presented with unrelated distractors.  
  
Klaus et al. (2018), with Experiment 1 and 3 in their study, were the first ones to show 
phono-translation effect in L1 naming, as earlier studies using phono-translation only with L2 
naming. It shows that during L1 production, a person’s L2 has enough influence to affect 
naming times by co-activating L2 translation. This supports the theory that both languages in 
a bilingual compete for selection during the language production process.  
 
1.3 Norwegian-English bilinguals in Norway 
In the current study we investigate TOTs in Norwegian-English bilinguals and how this 
might relate to their bilingual profile. Norwegian and English also have a common language 
history, belonging to the same language family. Also, the words in these languages are 
similar on many levels, both phonologically (sound) and morphologically (form), resulting in 
a lot of Norwegian-English cognates. This might have an effect on the occurrence of TOTs 
and therefore one needs to consider the history and these similarities in order to possibly 
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evaluate their impact on the results of the study. This section describes the nature of many 
Norwegian-English bilinguals in Norway and moves on to compare the two languages.  
1.3.1 Nature of most Norwegian-English bilinguals 
Although Norway is a very small country in this world, it is heavily internationally 
connected. Norway’s young generation of today is exposed to English on a daily basis 
through all different kinds of media - such as music, TV, movies, streaming, gaming (video 
gaming and Internet gaming), the Internet in general etc. All English TV shows are subtitled 
in Norwegian, not dubbed, compared to for instance TV shows in Latin America, unless they 
are children’s TV shows. Therefore, Norwegians are continually hearing the English 
language through media. Even though the children’s shows are dubbed, Norwegian children 
are exposed to English through other media, like music, from a very early age. These 
circumstances open up for the possibility that Norwegians start acquiring English at a 
relatively early age. Age of acquisition might have an impact on language learning, 
comprehension and production as Lenneberg (1967) proposed in his critical period 
hypothesis (CPH) where he stated that the ability to learn a language will decrease after a 
certain point of age.  
  
All things mentioned also extend to the issue of language proficiency skills. The 
contemporary generation of youths and young adults in Norway are generally considered to 
have a high proficiency of comprehension, speaking, reading and writing in English. In 
Norway we officially start learning English at school in first grade (six years old), but as 
mentioned, many children start their learning process even earlier than this. Starting to learn 
English early on, at least as early as six years old when starting school, might impact the 
general English proficiency of the Norwegian population, leading to a generally increased 
proficiency level.  
  
Another important thing about Norwegian-English bilinguals is that even though they mainly 
find themselves in monolingual Norwegian language contexts, the contexts almost never are 
strictly monolingual Norwegian. Because of the globalized society we live in, and all the 
English language impact through the media and the Internet, there is indeed a lot of 
Norwegian-English code switching. When speaking to for instance friends, it is normal for a 
Norwegian teenager or young adult to intentionally put English words into the utterances. 
Some might even do it without even thinking about it. The code switching is seamless and 
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because the audience are used to the English language, mostly all of them understand what is 
said without any further need for translation. The code switching does not just happen in real 
life, but also very often virtually, over the Internet. The majority of Norwegians today below 
the age of 40 would normally not consider it too challenging if they found themselves in a 
dual language context either, where they are required to use English because another person 
in the audience does not understand Norwegian.  
  
As discussed in this section, the globalization of the world and Norway’s strong international 
connections through media, Internet etc. all provide Norwegians with a lot of English 
language exposure. All this exposure, including English formal learning from first grade at 
school, might have an impact on the proficiency of each individual. The similarity of 
Norwegian and English might also have an impact on the results in our study. I will dicuss 
this more in detail in the following section.    
1.3.2 Language comparison: Norwegian vs. English. 
Norwegian and English are two languages that are very similar in nature. They both stem 
from the same language family, Germanic. Germanic language has three subcategories: West 
Germanic languages, North Germanic languages and East Germanic languages. East-
Germanic languages are now extinct (such as Gothic, Burgundian and Vandalic). English is a 
West Germanic language along with for instance Dutch, German and Yiddish and Norwegian 
is a North Germanic language together with Danish, Swedish, Faroese and Icelandic 
(Moulton & Bucchini, 2018).  
  
It has recently been claimed that English actually should be classified as a North Germanic 
language (Emonds & Faarlund, 2014). Emonds & Faarlund (2014) claim that many words 
thought to stem from Old English, actually are borrowed from North Germanic languages. 
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Table 1. Illustration of cognates in Norwegian and English 
showing their shared orthographical, phonological and 
semantic properties as well as their etymological origin.  
Moreover, the fact that English and Norwegian are both Germanic languages, means that they 
share traits such as similar phonological inventories, similar syntactic structure and have 
common words. A lot of words 
across these languages are 
cognates, with same or very 
similar phonetic, orthographic 
and semantic properties. It is 
important to clarify the sense in 
which I use the word cognates 
in this thesis. There has been 
some discussion on what 
classifies as cognates and 
Sunderman & Schwartz (2008) 
state that there are two related 
meanings of the word. In its 
original sense, coming from 
Historical Linguistics, cognates 
are words that have the same 
historical origin (Germanic). 
For Norwegian and English, 
that would mean only the 
original Germanic words that 
they both have in common. The 
second meaning of the word, 
coming from psycholinguistics, 
is as I have just explained in this comparison section. So when I say that English and 
Norwegians have many cognates, these are psycholinguistic cognates, which means that 
English and Norwegian have borrowed many of the same words from the same sources – e.g. 
Latin, Greek, French – such as, “chocolate/sjokolade” and “tomato/tomat.” There are also 
many historical cognates that stem from their common Germanic stock of words such as, 
“bowl/bolle” and “milk/melk.” 
  
The aspect of Norwegian-English cognates is necessary to look closer at to consider its 
impact on TOT states in the current study, as the weaker links hypothesis predicts that 
Cognates 
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cognates facilitate TOT resolution. Table 1 shows examples of four Norwegian-English 
cognates and their phonological, orthographical and semantic properties.  
 
1.4 The current study 
1.4.1 Overview and reasons for components 
The study consisted of three components: (1) a bilingual profile questionnaire, (2) tip-of-the-
tongue experiments, (3) vocabulary tests. Components 2 and 3 were pairs of one Norwegian 
and one English variant.  
  
The questionnaire was adapted from the LEAP-Q (Language Experience and Proficiency 
Questionnaire) by Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya (2007). It was a self-report 
questionnaire where the subjects rated themselves on several aspects concerning language 
history, experience and proficiency, including dialects and accents. Marian et al. (2007), in 
relation to the finalization of the LEAP-Q, performed two studies first establishing internal 
validity within the questionnaire and then, more importantly establishing criterion-based 
validity. The aim of the second study was to establish criterion-based validity by comparing 
self-rated and objective measures of proficiency. Their results showed strong positive 
correlations between objective measures (reading fluency, passage comprehension, 
productive vocabulary, oral comprehension, and grammaticality judgments) and self-ratings 
of understanding, speaking, and reading L1 and L2. The objective measures were also related 
to self-reported L2 proficiency (Marian et al. 2007).  
  
The questionnaire was included in the current study to be able to connect different aspects of 
a participant’s bilingual profile to the amount of TOTs in both languages, and his or her 
performance on the vocabulary tests. Using this LEAP-Q gives us various possibilities to 
connect the results from the experiments and from the vocabulary tests to the participant’s 
bilingual profile.  
  
The vocabulary tests were administered as objective tests, to evaluate the role of proficiency 
in relation to both the bilingual profile and the results of the TOT experiments. They could 
also serve as a tool to validate for the self-proficiency measures of the LEAP-Q. The tests 
were also a way to check if objective proficiency predicted some of the findings in the TOT 
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results. Finally, the TOT experiments in English and Norwegian, give us the opportunity to 
look at one of the disadvantages bilinguals experience when juggling two languages.  
1.4.2 Manipulations and critical measures  
The stimuli for the TOT experiments were manipulated in two steps: first, the stimuli of 80 
target words comprised of 40 proper nouns and 40 common nouns, and secondly, within each 
of these groups, there were 20 cognates and 20 non-cognates. Most proper nouns are similar 
(cognates) across both languages, but sometimes they are changed to something dissimilar in 
the other language, especially for TV shows and movies for children. The proper-/common 
nouns were manipulated to check for differing TOT measures specifically connected to 
proper-/common nouns. The cognate/non-cognate words were manipulated to check for 
possible cognate facilitation effects, previously observed in research of TOTs (Gollan & 
Acenas, 2004; Costa, Caramazza, & Sebastian-Gallés, 2000). Another measure we did, was 
checking for access to phonology. When the participants were experiencing a TOT, they were 
asked whether they could guess the initial or final letter, phoneme, or sound of the target 
word, and also if they could guess the number of syllables.  
 
1.5 Predictions 
The aim of the study is to investigate the factors that are related to TOT frequency in both 
languages of a bilingual. Every bilingual differs in language dominance, proficiency, the 
frequency use of both languages and in the ways in which the languages are used, such as 
code switching8 and language switching.9 
  
The two theories (weaker links and the competition account) attempting to explain the 
mechanism underlying the occurrence of TOT states are on many levels similar, but differ on 
some points. Gollan, Ferrieira, Cera & Flett (2014) suggest that the mechanism might even be 
controlled by a combined frequency of use of each language and competition for selection 
(partial support for both theories). So, the theories do not exclude each other completely, and 
the cause of TOT states may not be explained simply one way or the other. Before the 
description of our methodology, I will discuss how each theory predicts how different aspects 
of the bilingual profile might affect word finding and tip-of-the-tongue states.  
																																																								
8 Voluntary switching between the languages because the other party knows them both.  
9 Required switching because the other party only knows one of the two languages.		
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1.5.1 Predictions from weaker links hypothesis 
The weaker links hypothesis claims that TOTs occur after lexical access and that it happens 
because we fail to access phonology due to a weaker link between the lexical and 
phonological level in the production process. This link is weaker for bilinguals because their 
frequency of language use, in this case, is divided across the Norwegian and English 
languages, resulting in less frequent use of each language.10 The theory predicts the 
following: 
1. There will be more TOTs in English than in Norwegian for the participants who spend 
more time using and being exposed to Norwegian, because the amount of TOT states 
will be related to the frequency of use of a language and other related factors 
depicting frequency of use.  
2. During a TOT state, there will be greater access to correct phonology in Norwegian 
than in English for those who spend more time using and being exposed to Norwegian 
compared to English.  
3. There will be a cognate facilitation effect yielding less TOT states for cognate target 
words. According to Costa et al. (2000) cognates will facilitate word retrieval because 
there is access to shared phonology. They claim that cognates only have one shared 
phonological representation in our mind, as opposed to non-cognates who will have 
two representations of the same concept. Therefore, non-cognates will not facilitate 
word retrieval, consequently yielding a higher amount of TOTs compared to cognates.  
4. Because Costa et al. (2000) assume that cognates only have one phonological 
representation in both languages for the same word; the frequency of use should not 
affect the cognates, because they use that same representation the every time, thus no 
frequency difference. Therefore, it is predicted that this will result in the same amount 
of cognate-related TOTs across English and Norwegian TOT experiments.  
5. Proper nouns that do not change across English and Norwegian (proper noun 
cognates) should also yield the same amount of TOTs for English and Norwegian 
TOT experiments because these also have the same phonological representation in the 
mind of the bilinguals. They would therefore not be affected by the frequency of use.  
																																																								
10 This can also be seen as lag due to frequency of use, hence the other name for the same hypothesis – the 
frequency-lag. The word lag is defined as ”a failure to keep up with others in development”. In this case, the 
failure to keep up with monolinguals in their development of language learning/acquistion. 
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6. On the other hand, there will be a higher number of TOTs for proper nouns that do not 
change across Norwegian and English (proper noun non-cognates) because they are 
less frequently accessed between the two phonological representations.  
7. There might also be an effect of proficiency related to the TOTs, but this is harder to 
predict because higher proficiency often is connected to higher frequency of use or 
early age of acquisition?  
1.5.2 Predictions from competition-for-selection hypothesis 
The competition for selection hypothesis assumes that TOTs occur during lexical selection 
because there are translation equivalents from both languages competing for selection (i.e 
TOTs are not affected by phonology). The theory predicts the following:  
1. There should be an equal amount of TOTs for cognates and non-cognates within 
languages because word selection is not affected by phonology.  
2. If cognate proper names share lexical representation, they should yield the fewest 
TOTs because they have no other competitor at the lexical level. On the other hand, 
non-cognate proper names should yield more TOTs because of two clear competing 
alternatives at the lexical level.  
3. The number of TOTs should be related to language dominance and other factors 
related to language dominance (such as frequency and proficiency for instance). This 
would mean that if you were more dominant in one of your languages, you would 
experience fewer TOT states in that very language.  
4. The amount of experienced TOTs should relate to factors that involve inhibitory 
control. Such that there should be fewer TOTs for those reporting more language 
switching (code switching or required language switching), because they are more 
used to controlling the competition of the lexical candidates. More TOTs should occur 
for those who experience language intrusions, as they are not as experienced with 
controlling the competition of the lexical candidates (Green & Abutalebi, 2013).  
5. Highly proficient bilinguals will experience fewer TOTs because when you are highly 
proficient in a language, you are more trained in suppressing the competing non-target 
language during language production. Consequently, there will not be as high an 
activation of the competing lexical alternative as there would have been had you been 
less proficient (Green, 1998).  
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2. Method 
2.1 General method 
Participants. 29 out of 30 participants completed the study (23 women – 6 men). They were 
mainly recruited from the University of Agder by hanging up flyers and advertising in person 
in different classes at the university. All participants were between 18 and 40 years old, 
native speakers of Norwegian with no other home languages (except from English), and had a 
reasonable proficiency in English as a second language. They also had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision and no other diagnosed language impairments such as dyslexia or stuttering. 
Our participants also took part in another study on sentence production in Norwegian-English 
bilingual processing. Upon completion, every participant was debriefed on the study and 
received a gift card for 200 NOK, either at Kvadraturen (city center in Kristiansand) or at 
Sørbok (the book store at University of Agder). The study was covered by an ethics approval 
from NSD (Norwegian Centre for Research Data) with reference code 158894.  
  
General procedure. All components were completed on an offline Windows computer. All 
participants completed all parts of the study on two separate days. The order of languages in 
vocabulary and TOT tests were counterbalanced across participants with half completing the 
Norwegian day before the English and vice versa. The screening questions on the 
questionnaire were always completed before the first round of testing, and the rest of the 
questionnaire completed after the second round of testing. Norwegian and English TOT and 
vocabulary testing was never held on the same day. TOT tests in both languages were always 
run first, before vocabulary tests in the respective languages. In addition, participants 
completed a sentence production task, held in English, which was executed for the other 
previously mentioned study. This was always completed on a separate day or the same day as 
the English TOT and vocabulary test after a 90-120 minutes pause. All three rounds of testing 
took around 3.5 hours to complete.   
 
2.2 Task Methods 
2.2.1 Bilingual Profile Questionnaire 
Materials and design. The questionnaire was adapted from the LEAP-Q from Marian et al. 
(2007). Our bilingual profile questionnaire consisted of four sections comprising (1) 
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screening questions, (2) language background questions, (3) Norwegian and English 
proficiency questions and (3) dialect and accent questions. Screening questions comprised all 
the inclusion criteria and gathered some general information about each participant such as 
date of birth, gender, academic education level and years of education. Details on how we 
adapted the questionnaire from Marian et al.’s LEAP-Q are discussed after the following 
description of the different questionnaire sections.  
  
Questions about language background sought to record which languages the participant 
speaks, exposure to the different languages, percentage-time of speaking and reading each 
language, daily usage, their own identification with the languages and the different cultures 
related to them.  
  
The questions about Norwegian and English proficiency mapped each participant’s 
immersion in their Norwegian and English language environments. The section contained 
questions about the participant’s understanding of how much different factors such as 
interaction with friends, colleagues and family; reading; school and education; self-
instruction; watching TV and streaming; and listening to music and media have contributed 
to both their Norwegian and English language learning. This section also contained questions 
about recent exposure and the participants’ self-rated proficiency and start age of hearing and 
reading and age of acquired fluency in both languages.  
  
The dialect and accent questions recorded each participant’s relation to their own accent both 
in English and Norwegian. Here they were asked about their perception of their own accents 
and whether or not they felt their English pronunciation and vocabulary was affected by their 
Norwegian mother tongue and how their Norwegian pronunciation and vocabulary might be 
affected by their English second language speaking. It also asked participants to rate the 
importance of correct pronunciation and their effort on how to improve their pronunciation. 
At last it also asked about how often or if the participant code-switches between Norwegian 
and English accidentally and/or intentionally.  
  
The bilingual profile questionnaire was, as previously mentioned, based on Marian et al.’s 
LEAP-Q (2007). For screening questions we excluded questions about date of birth and date 
of immigration to the U.S. and added the following questions: Are you a native speaker of 
Norwegian; Is Norwegian the only language you speak at home (aside from perhaps English); 
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Are you a reasonably good speaker of English; Are you left or right handed; What is your 
country of birth; and What is your current country of residence?  
  
For language background questions we added the following: the percentage of time spent 
speaking each language; the percentage of time spent reading each language; if they felt that 
they had once been better in one of their languages; if yes, in which language and at what 
age; in what language they do simple maths, dream, express anger or affection and talk to 
themselves.  
  
For the proficiency section we only included questions about Norwegian and English 
proficiency, and not all other languages they knew (like with the Marian et al.’s LEAP-Q). 
On the question of immersion in each language environment, we changed the questions on 
school and working place to when the language is spoken ALL of the time and added when 
the language is also spoken SOME of the time. For how much different factors contributed to 
the learning of each language, we added the factor school and education. On the proficiency 
rating we excluded understanding spoken language and added pronunciation, writing, 
grammar, vocabulary and spelling in addition to speaking, and reading which was already 
there.  
  
In the dialect and accent section we added the following questions; Which dialect of 
Norwegian do you speak; How important is speaking your own dialect for you; To what 
extent would you say you modify your own dialect when speaking to a person with a 
different dialect; Have you ever lived in an environment where you have been exposed to 
other dialects than your own for a longer period; If yes, which dialect and for how long; In 
your opinion, how strongly regional is your spoken Norwegian; What kind of accent do you 
think your spoken English has; How important is it for you to have a good accent when 
speaking English; How much effort have you put into improving your accent when speaking 
English; How would you rate your ability to imitate foreign accents and dialects; Are there 
any sounds in the English language you find difficult to pronounce; If yes, which one(s); 
Have you noticed any English speech sounds that are difficult for other Norwegians when 
speaking English; If yes, which one(s); When you are speaking English, do you ever find 
yourself accidentally mixing words or sentences from Norwegian and English; If yes, how 
often does English intrude to your Norwegian and vice versa; When you are speaking with a 
person who knows both Norwegian and English, do you ever find yourself intentionally 
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Table 3. Table of means for English target words. M= means, R= range. 
Target word 
type 
Frequency pr. million 
(CELEX) 

















2.43 0.57-12.75 3.00 1-5 6.85 3-12 7.60 5-13 
Common noun 
non-cognates 
2.31 0.46-7.16 2.60 2-4 6.70 4-10 8.10 5-12 
Proper name 
cognates 
NA 2.25 1-4 5.70 4-9 6.80 4-11 
Proper name 
non-cognates 
NA 2.30 1-4 6.10 3.9 7.15 4-11 
 
	
Table 2. Table of means for Norwegian target words. M= means, R= range.  
Target word 
type 
Frequency pr. million 
(NoWaC) 











































































mixing words or sentences from Norwegian and English; If yes, how often do you do it when 
speaking English and vice versa. We also added rating of agreement with the following 
statements: it is important to me to speak grammatically correct English; I pay attention to 
how people pronounce words and sounds; I want to improve my pronunciation of English; If 
it were possible I would like to pronounce English like a native speaker; Pronunciation is not 
important to me because it does not affect how well I can communicate. At last we also asked 
about which form of written Norwegian they had predominantly been using, in case we were 
to control for that statement later on. All the questions were added to the original LEAP-Q to 
be able to build up a profile of each participant suited to both the Norwegian-language-
mother-tongue-culture and English language culture.  
2.2.2 Tip-of-the-tongue Experiments 
Materials and design. We made two ToT-experiments: one for the English language and 
another for the Norwegian language. One stimuli set for English and one for Norwegian was 
made each comprising 80 target words with different definitions and questions. 40 were 
common nouns and 40 proper nouns. Within each of the 40 common nouns and 40 proper 
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were given 3 foils/alternatives, to be used at the end of the questioning if participants 
answered 3 for TOT during the experiment. The foil words per trial were created based on 
phonological similarity, semantic similarity, and the last foil word was a random word in the 
same word class as the target word.  
  
Each target had to be a single low frequent word. This lead us to exclude all compounds in 
Norwegian, as these are most of the time constructed as single words compared to English 
two-or-more-word compounds. Additionally, the targets could not have any synonyms, as it 
was crucial that only one word would be available for retrieval each time. All the stimuli in 
both the English and Norwegian TOT test had to be matched as far as possible in frequency 
per million, number or letters and number of syllables. Table 2 and Table 3 on the previous 
page show a table of means and range for each target word condition. We revised our target 
words several times for these all to be matched in the best possible way.  
When finding proper noun non-cognate target words for stimuli we used names from 
children’s shows, Zodiac signs, islands, children’s books and figures, Harry Potter, the 
Hobbit, and Lord of the Rings. In the English ToT test, proper noun target words were 
internationally known. In the Norwegian ToT test, proper nouns were both known 
internationally and nationally in Norway. 
  
To be able to fulfill the criteria of low frequent target words in the Norwegian test, we used 
one of the few available web corpora named Norwegian Web as Corpus (NoWaC v 1.0) to 
check for word frequency (Guevara, 2010). The corpus consists of 700 million words found 
by scouring through and processing all documents found in the “.no-domain” on the Internet 
between November 2009 and January 2010, made by the University of Oslo, Norway. For the 
English TOT test, we used the corpus Centre for Lexical Information (CELEX) to check for 
word frequency (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995). When searching for the frequency 
of possible target words to use for the TOT test, we had to take into account that there may be 
more of those words out there than both the English and Norwegian corpora say. Some words 
might have been misspelled, and the exact same word orthographically might be used in 
another context with another meaning. The NoWaC corpus is starting to age, so the 
frequency of various words might be different now than they were in 2009/2010, as we are 
now almost 10 years later. This is also the case for CELEX, which dates back to 1993, even 
older than NoWaC.  Some target words were therefore discarded, as the word frequency 
reported by NoWaC would not be accurate according to the actual frequency today (e.g. 
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frequency of the proper noun Markle, as in Megan Markle now vs. 2009). The frequency for 
proper nouns was not applicable in CELEX, as CELEX only measures frequency for 
common nouns. Also, something to bear in mind is that it was not possible for us to compare 
English and Norwegian words any better than we did, as NoWaC and CELEX are two 
different types of corpora based on two languages that vary greatly in frequency and 
collected data size. Norwegian is a much smaller language than English both in frequency of 
use and vocabulary.  
  
Procedure. Various trials of definitions and questions written black and centered on a white 
computer screen were used as stimuli. The target words were not known for the participants 
from before, and were meant to prime word-finding difficulties within each participant. By 
giving them definitions and questions with one low-frequent target word per trial, the 
participants might experience a tip-of-the-tongue state having trouble with coming up with 
the target word.  
  
Participants were put in a chair in front of the screen while the experimenter sat on a separate 
chair on the participant’s right-hand side. The experimenter operated the keyboard at all 
times during testing to not let any typing mistakes go unnoticed. The experimenter was also 
holding a tick sheet to make sure that all possible mistakes were recorded on a hard copy in 
case a wrong button was pressed or in case the participant answered something else than the 
correct word when pressing YES to knowing the word. Records from the tick sheets could be 
altered manually in the result files after ended testing. The 80 trials of stimuli per ToT test 
were divided into four blocks with 20 trials per block, with a planned non-restricted pause in 
between each block. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across participants using a 
Latin square design: 1234, 2341, 3412, and 4123. The order of definitions/target words 
within each block was the same.   
  
An instruction page at the beginning of the experiment surfaced on the screen in front of the 
participants. They were asked to read through and tell the experimenter to continue when 
ready. At the beginning of each trial, a definition appeared on the screen. If the participant 
recognized the word at once, they were to tell the experimenter to press 1 for YES. Then they 
had to say the word out loud. The experimenter pressed c/r for correct answer, or w/f for the 
wrong answer. If the participant did not know the word, they had to tell the experimenter to 
press 2 for NO, and the experimenter pressed space. Then the test would move on to the next 
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trial. If the participants knew the word but experienced trouble with accessing it, they had to 
tell the experimenter to press 3 for TOT (tip-of-the-tongue). If button 3 was pressed for TOT, 
the participant was asked if they could guess which sound or letter the word started with. The 
next question asked if they could guess which sound or letter the word ended with. Both of 
these also had NO as an alternative. Then the trial moved on to asking if they knew how 
many syllables the word contained. The last element during alternative 3 for TOT asked if the 
word they were thinking of was one out of four listed alternatives. If not, there was a fifth 
alternative saying “None of the above.” If they were indeed thinking of one of them, they had 
to ask the experimenter to press one of alternatives 1-4. After this, the test would continue 
with the next trial.  
2.2.3 Vocabulary Tests 
Materials and design. All target words in the vocabulary test had to be non-cognates in 
English/Norwegian so that the other language would not affect their knowledge about the 
target word. The target words in this part of the study had to have even lower frequency than 
those in the TOT experiments, as these words were meant to really test the participants’ 
vocabulary in both English and Norwegian. Word frequencies on targets words were checked 
with corpus Subtlex-UK(Walter, van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2014).  The 
word frequencies in this corpus is based on subtitles from British television programs.   
  
The vocabulary tests had 40 non-cognate target words per Norwegian and English test. 20 of 
these were synonyms, the other 20 antonyms. There was a mixture of verbs, nouns and 
adjectives. The English test comprised eight adjectives, six nouns, four verbs and two 
noun/verbs for synonyms; seven adjectives, six nouns, six verbs and one adjective/verb for 
the antonyms. The Norwegian test comprised eight adjectives, six nouns and six verbs for 
synonyms and the same for the antonyms. The mean length for the English vocabulary test 
was 6.9 characters for the 20 synonyms and 7.2 characters for the 20 antonyms. For the 
Norwegian the mean length of characters was 7.4 for both synonyms and antonyms. Thus, the 
Norwegian vocabulary test was the most matched in length and word class.  
  
The frequency for the target words in the English vocabulary test had a mean of 2.7 in 
Subtlex-UK (van Heuven et al., 2014).  It was not possible to look up the frequency for the 
target words in the Norwegian vocabulary test, as these words are very low frequent and very 
rarely used in the Norwegian language. We had to choose target words that were very low 
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frequent because, like with the issue for the TOT tests, there are many single words in 
Norwegian that are compounds, which in English form two words. There are also many 
cognates (words that share phonological, orthographic and semantic traits).  
  
Each target word in the vocabulary tests had three foils. There was no apparent system used 
in creating the foils, but some were similar in form. For instance, on the target word vocation, 
one of the foils was vocabulary. This word starts with the same three letters as vocation, but 
has a very different meaning than the target word. Another example was the target word 
ponderous, a word easily confused with ponder, which means think. Thoughtful was one of 
the foils for ponderous.  
 
Procedure. Participants were put in a chair in front of the screen while the experimenter sat 
on a separate chair on the participant’s right-hand side. The experimenter operated the 
keyboard at all times during testing to not let any typing mistakes go unnoticed. An 
instruction page surfaced on the screen, and asked the participant to let the experimenter 
know when they had understood and wanted to continue. The next page gave the participant a 
word on top with four alternatives beneath it. It then asked the participant to choose the word 
among the alternatives 1-4 that was similar or closest in similarity (a synonym) to the word 
on top and ask the experimenter to press the corresponding button on the keyboard. There 
was also a fifth alternative saying “I don’t know”. After the experimenter pressed the 
alternative told by the participant, the next trial appeared on screen. The order of all trials for 
synonyms in the vocabulary tests was randomized.   
  
Halfway through the test, after 20 trials, a new instruction page surfaced. The shift from the 
synonym to the antonym test served as a natural pause for the participants to take a break 
away from the screen if necessary. Thus, this break was not restricted either, like with the 
breaks during the TOT tests. Participants were now given the same instructions as before, 
except now they were to choose the word that was the most dissimilar to the one on top (an 
antonym). They were presented with the same amount of alternatives as before, including a 
fifth if they did not know. Also here, the order of all trials for antonyms was randomized.  






























3.1 Participant descriptions (LEAP-Q)  
All of our participants had Norwegian and English as their main languages. 29 out of 30 
participants completed the study. Our participants were between 19 and 36 years of age, with 
Language history measures Norwegian history English history 
 M Range M Range 
 









     
Language use (1-100%)     
Speaking 74.7 10-99 24.3 1-90 
Reading 42.2 5-94 57 5-95 
Preferred language 80.1 45-100 19.3 0-60 
     
Self-reported proficiency1 (0-10)     
Speaking (general fluency) 9.4 8-10 7.9 4-10 
Pronunciation (accent) 9.4 7-10 7.4 3-10 
Reading 8.9 4-10 7.8 3-10 
Writing 8.0 3-10 7.2 2-10 
Grammar 8.0 5-10 7.0 5-10 
Vocabulary 7.7 4-10 6.8 2-10 
Spelling 8.1 4-10 7.0 3-10 
     
Age milestones (years)     
Started hearing 0 0 6.4 0-14 
Became fluent in speaking 4.4 1-10 12.6 6-20 
Started reading 5.1 3-7 7.3 4-10 
Became fluent in reading 8.3 5-20 11.6 6-20 
Start of fluency decline in earlier acquired language (N=23)  18.2 9-22  
     
Immersion (years)     
In a country 22.3 16-30 1.1 0-16.5 
In a family 23.2 19-32.7 2.0 0-32.7 
     
Contribution to language learning2 (0-10)     
Interacting with friends/colleagues 6.5 0-10 5.6 0-10 
Interacting with family 9.3 6-10 3.0 0-10 
From reading (books, magazines, online) 6.4 2-10 7.7 3-10 
From school and education 7.4 0-10 8.0 1-10 
From self-instruction (apps or videos) 0.8 0-5 2.0 0-10 
From watching TV or streaming 3.6 0-10 7.2 3-10 
From listening to music/media 2.3 0-10 6.5 1-10 
     
Extent of current language exposure3     
Interacting with friends 8.4 3-10 3.1 0-7 
Interacting with family 9.0 1-10 1.2 0.9 
From reading (books, magazines, online) 3.7 1-10 7.6 2-10 
From self-instruction (apps or videos) 0.4 0-7 1.0 0-10 
From watching TV or streaming 2.6 0-10 8.1 3-10 
From listening to music/media 2.2 0-10 8.0 3-10 
     
Language intrusions/-switching4  (0-10)     
Accidentally     
English into Norwegian 3.1 0-8   
Norwegian into English   1.4 0-4 
Intentionally     
English into Norwegian 4.3 0-10   
Norwegian into English   1.8 0-10 
Note.  
1 0 = none; 1 = very low; 2 = low; 3 = fair; 4 = slightly less than adequate; 5 = adequate; 6 = slightly more than adequate; 7 = good; 8 = very 
good; 9 = excellent; 10 = perfect.  
2 0 = not a contributor; 5 = moderate contributor; 10 = most important contributor.  
3 0 = never; 5 = half the time; 10 = almost always.  






Table 4. Self-reported language history and proficiency for participants in the study.  
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a mean age of 23.5 years. There were 23 women and 6 men; 25 being right handed. The mean 
of total years of education was 16.4. Most of the participants reported having spent more or 
less all their lives in a Norwegian environment. All but two participants reported their most 
dominant language to be Norwegian, and all participants identified first with the Norwegian 
culture; 15 of them also reported identification with a second culture.  
  
All 29 participants spoke two languages, 24 spoke three languages, 7 spoke four languages 
and 1 spoke five languages. Across participants 11 languages were represented: Norwegian, 
English, Spanish, French, Swedish, Latin, Thai, Japanese, German, Italian, and Chinese. All 
participants but one reported the same order of language dominance as language acquisition 
order (Norwegian dominance). The majority of the participants reported calculating math, 
dreaming and expressing anger mostly in Norwegian (N=22). 17 participants reported talking 
to themselves in Norwegian; the other 12 mostly in English. All but one participant reported 
being born in Norway (the other USA) and all participants currently live in Norway.  
  
Participants’ self-reported language history and proficiency scores can be found in Table 4. 
The participants report a higher exposure and speaking activity in Norwegian than in English. 
On the other hand, they report a higher reading activity in English than in Norwegian. Most 
participants also report preferring to speak Norwegian in a context 80% of the time when 
given the option to speak any of their reported languages. Concerning proficiency, 
participants rated themselves highest in Norwegian speaking and pronunciation and lowest in 
Norwegian vocabulary, highest in English speaking and reading and lowest in English 
vocabulary. Overall, the participants’ self-reported proficiency score was high across both 
Norwegian and English, but highest in Norwegian. Every participant stated that they started 
hearing Norwegian on a regular basis from birth. They spoke Norwegian fluently from a 
range of 1-10 years with a mean of 4.4 years. Start of Norwegian reading ranged from 3-7 
years with a mean of 5.1 years. They acquired fluency in Norwegian reading from a range of 
5-20 years, with a mean of 8.3 years. Recent exposure from Norwegian happened mostly 
through interaction with family, which also is the environment that contributed the most to 
their learning of Norwegian. Their start of speaking English ranged from 0-14 years, with a 
mean of 6.4. They reached fluency in speaking English from a range of 6-20 years and a 
mean of 12.6. They started reading English at ages ranged from 4-10, with a mean of 7.3 
years, and reached fluency in reading English from the range of 6-20 years and a mean of 
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11.6. There were a few simultaneous11 bilinguals among our participants, but most of them 
were sequential12. Recent exposure from English has happened mostly through watching 
TV/streaming and listening to music/media and reading. The factors contributing most to the 
learning of English was that of reading and school/education. Almost all participants stated 
that they intentionally mix words from English and Norwegian when speaking either 
language, more often mixing English words into their Norwegian than vice versa (mean of 
4.3 out of 10, 43% of the time vs. mean of 1.8 out of 10, 18% of the time, respectively). Out 
of the participants that experience intrusions from either of their languages, they accidentally 
mix English into Norwegian at a mean of 31% of the time (3.1 out of 10). They accidentally 
mix Norwegian into English at a mean of 14% of the time (1.4 out of 10).  
  
To sum up our participant descriptions, the participants are dominant in Norwegian, and 
English is their non-dominant language (except for two participants). The average age is 
relatively low. They generally prefer speaking in Norwegian if given the choice between 
Norwegian and English. The participants mostly speak in Norwegian compared to English, 
but read more in English than in Norwegian. Most of them have spent their whole lives 
within a Norwegian country or family, meaning that a lot of them have learnt their other 
languages in Norway, outside of a native environment. For Norwegian, their language 
learning has mostly been through speaking with family and learning it at school, while for 
English, their learning has mostly been through school, reading and recent exposure through 
TV, music and media (this also includes gaming for some of them). They report an overall 
high English proficiency (means ranging from 6.8-7.9 out of 10 on all aspects, see “Self-
reported proficiency in Table 4). Recently, before testing, they have mostly used Norwegian 
interactively when speaking to friends and family, and mostly used English comprehension 
skills when reading, listening to music and watching TV/streaming. Almost all participants 
report that they language switch (intentionally mix words) between English and Norwegian 
during conversations. They mix English words in their Norwegian nearly half of the time 
(M=43%), and Norwegian words in their English much less often (M=18%). Those who 
experience intrusions when speaking either language sometimes have intrusions from English 




11 Simultaneous bilinguals start learning both languages from birth.  
12 Sequential bilinguals learn one language from birth, then another language at a later point in life.		
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3.2 Vocabulary tests results 
The vocabulary results show a strikingly similar objective mean proficiency of both 
languages. The mean correct response rate in English and Norwegian was 35.4% and 35.2% 
respectively. The range was from 7.5% to 67.5% correct in English and from 10% to 70% 
correct in Norwegian. Thus, the percentage mean correct scores and range from both tests are 
more or less the same.  
 
3.3 Factor analysis (LEAP-Q)  
The data collected in the LEAP-Q was subjected to a factor analysis. For statistical analyses, 
non-numerical descriptive variables and any variables showing little variation were removed. 
For instance, all participants identified mostly with Norwegian culture. A correlation matrix 
was made for the remaining 77 variables. After this, we took out all variables that correlated 
higher than 0.8 with another variable. All variables that correlated more than 0.3 with at least 
one other variable and no correlations above 0.8 remained. This led to the removal of the 
following four variables, while leaving in their English counterpart: general exposure to 
Norwegian, Norwegian speaking time, the preference of speaking Norwegian, exposure to 
Norwegian through family. The three variables English pronunciation proficiency, English 
reading proficiency and English spelling proficiency were also removed because they 
correlated 0.8 or higher with another variable. 
  
A parallel analysis was run on the remaining 70 variables, which calculated the optimal 
number of factors to be 8. These can be seen in Table 5 two pages down, listing all variables 
loading positively or negatively onto the different factors.   
3.3.1 Factor descriptions 
Factor 1 is English Proficiency. The highest positively loading variables onto it are related to 
different aspects of English proficiency, -use, -exposure and -learning. This means that the 
more you get of each of those variables, the better your English Proficiency is. The 
negatively loading variables are related to Norwegian accent, -exposure, and –use. The less 
you have of each of the negatively loading variables, the better your English proficiency is.  
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Factor 2 was named Norwegian Informal Learning. The seven most positively loading 
variables are related to Norwegian exposure and learning in informal settings such as self-
instruction, music/media, TV/streaming and reading.  
 
Factor 3 was given the name Norwegian Proficiency. The seven highest positively loading 
variables here were all related to different aspects of Norwegian proficiency, such as writing, 
grammar, vocabulary, spelling and reading. The more you get of each of these variables, the 
better your Norwegian proficiency gets.  
 
Factor 4 is Late English Fluency. 7/8 positively loading variables relate to obtaining fluency 
in English at a later point, such as obtaining English fluency at a later age, being in a 
Norwegian environment, a later start of hearing English, a later starting age for fluent English 
reading and a Norwegian accent when speaking English.  
 
Factor 5 is called Improve English Pronunciation. 8/10 positively loading variables relate to 
the improvement of English Pronunciation, for instance the wish to improve it, considering 
English accent important, wanting native accent and considering grammar important.  
 
Factor 6 we named Language Competition. The highest positively loading variables are 
language competition, such as intrusion from Norwegian when speaking English, a higher 
starting age for reading English, more modifying of your own Norwegian dialect, higher age 
of reaching English reading fluency. All those variables may lead to an increase in language 
competition between Norwegian and English.  
 
Factor 7 was named Mixed Language Exposure. The highest positively loading factors are 
the importance of speaking your own Norwegian dialect, having an obvious non-native 
English accent, Norwegian exposure through friends, English TV/streaming exposure, and 
attention to English pronunciation. All these variables may relate to experiencing a mix of 
English and Norwegian language exposure.  
 
Factor 8 is Late Norwegian Fluency. The two most positively loading variables are a later 

















Late English Fluency 
Loading 
values 
ENG Reading Time 
ENG Vocabulary Proficiency 
ENG Recent Reading Exposure 
ENG Speaking Proficiency 
ENG Grammar Proficiency              
ENG General Exposure                   
ENG Speaking Time                 
ENG Writing Proficiency             
ENG Exposure through Friends                               
ENG Learning through Reading  
ENG Speaking Preference                 
ENG Learning through Friends 
ENG Grammar Important 
ENG Accent Important   
NOR Age of Fluent Speaking  
ENG Music/Media Exposure 
ENG Exposure through Self-instruction 
ENG TV/Streaming Exposure 
NOR Age of Fluent Reading 
NOR Regional Accent 
ENG Want Native Accent 
NOR Exposure through Friends 
ENG Learning through School 
NOR Recent Reading Exposure 
ENG Norwegian Accent 
NOR Reading Time    
0.81 
0.79 
0.78                                          
0.76 























NOR Exposure through Self-instruction  
NOR Learning through Music/Media  
NOR Exposure through Music/Media  
NOR Learning through TV/Streaming  
NOR Exposure through TV/Streaming 
NOR Learning through Self-instruction 
NOR Recent Reading Exposure 
ENG Learning through Self-instruction 
ENG Learning through TV/Streaming 
ENG Learning through Music/Media 
NOR Learning through School 
ENG Starting Age Reading 
NOR Learning through Reading 
NOR Exposure Other Dialects 
ENG Learning through School 



















NOR Writing Proficiency 
NOR Reading Proficiency 
NOR Spelling Proficiency 
NOR Vocabulary Proficiency 
NOR Speaking Proficiency   
NOR Grammar Proficiency  
NOR Pronunciation Proficiency 
NOR Environment Immersion        
NOR Dialect Modification                          
ENG Writing Proficiency             
ENG Grammar Proficiency 
ENG Learning through Music/Media 
NOR Regional Accent 
NOR Intrusion from English 






















                         
                          
                     
ENG Age of Fluent Speaking  
NOR Environment Immersion        
ENG Starting Age Hearing   
ENG Age of Fluent Reading 
ENG Starting Age Reading 
ENG Obvious Non-native Accent 
ENG Norwegian Accent 
ENG Wish to Improve Pronunciation  
ENG Attentive to Pronunciation 
ENG Exposure through Family 
NOR Code switch with English 
ENG Learning through Family 
ENG Code switch with Norwegian   
   
 
0.82 










-0.67   
-0.69 
                                          
Proportion Variance     
Cumulative Variance  
0.15 
0.15 








Proportion Variance     
















Late Norwegian Fluency 
Loading 
values 
ENG Wish to Improve Pronunciation 
NOR Culture Identity              
ENG Accent Important   
ENG Effort Improving Accent 
ENG Want Native Accent 
NOR Pronunciation Proficiency 
ENG Grammar Important 
ENG TV/Streaming Exposure 
ENG Learning through TV/Streaming 
ENG Attentive to Pronunciation  
NOR Learning through Reading 
ENG Learning through Friends   
NOR Exposure Other Dialects 
Age         











-0.35      




ENG Intrusion from Norwegian 
ENG Starting Age Reading 
NOR Intrusion from English 
NOR Dialect Modification                          
ENG Age of Fluent Reading 
ENG Want Native Accent 
NOR Learning through Family 
ENG Music/Media Exposure 
ENG Learning through Friends   
NOR Regional Accent 
ENG Speaking Time                 
ENG Self-instruction Exposure 
ENG Learning through Self-instruction 




















NOR Speaking Dialect Important  
ENG Obvious Non-native Accent 
NOR Exposure through Friends 
NOR Learning through School    
ENG TV/Streaming Exposure 
ENG Attentive to Pronunciation  
ENG Grammar Important 
ENG Learning through School 
NOR Exposure through TV/Streaming 
NOR Learning through Reading 
NOR Learning through Family 
ENG Speaking Preference                  
ENG Speaking Time                 
NOR Learning through Friends 

















NOR Starting Age Reading  
NOR Age of Fluent Reading 
NOR Speaking Proficiency   
Age                              
NOR Pronunciation Proficiency 
ENG Starting Age Hearing  
NOR Age of Fluent Speaking  
NOR Exposure through Music/Media  
ENG Attentive to Pronunciation  
ENG Learning through Reading  
NOR Grammar Proficiency   
NOR Dialect Modification                          
NOR Learning through Reading 























Proportion Variance  















Table 5. Factors in our study.  
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8/14 variables relate to obtaining Norwegian fluency at a later age. 3 variables positively 
loading onto the factor is a later starting age for hearing Norwegian, a later age of obtaining 
Norwegian reading fluency and a later age of obtaining Norwegian speaking fluency. 4 
variables negatively loading onto the factor are lower Norwegian grammar proficiency, less 
Norwegian dialect modification, less Norwegian learning through reading and less exposure 
to other Norwegian Dialects. 
 
3.4 Experimental data (TOT experiments) 
Statistical analyses were executed over raw numbers of TOTs and over the proportion of 
TOTs. The TOT experiments were analyzed across four conditions: Common noun 
cognates1, Common noun non-cognates2, Proper noun cognates3, and Proper noun non-
cognates4. Table 6 on this page shows the TOT experiment scores with simple counts of 
TOTs, number of known and unknown words for each condition in both languages, and the 
proportion of TOTs.  
As you can see, participants in total knew more words in Norwegian than in English. In 
Norwegian, they knew much more common noun non-cognates2 and proper noun non- 
 
cognates4 than common noun cognates1 and proper noun cognates3. In English, they knew 
much less proper noun cognates3, compared to common noun cognates1, common noun non-
cognates2, and proper noun non-cognates4.  
 
Number 
  Norwegian 
 
    
Norwegian 





Conditions Common noun 


















Known 184 265 151 260 860 155 137 83 127 502 1362 
Unknown 370 287 409 299 1365 387 413 484 422 1706 3071 
ToT 26 28 20 21 95 38 30 13 31 112 207 
            
Correct 
phonological 
answer 39 36 40 29 144 29 36 11 31 107  
 
Tip-of-the-tongue 
proportion 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.07 
Average 




            
Total sum 580 580 580 580 2320 580 580 580 580 2320 4640 
 
	 Table 6. TOT experiment scores. 
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Also, the participants in total had more unknown words in English than in Norwegian. In 
Norwegian they had less unknown common noun non-cognates2 and proper noun non-
cognates4 than common noun cognates1 and proper noun cognates3. In English the 
participants had more unknown proper noun cognates3 than common noun cognates1, 
common noun non-cognates2, and proper noun non-cognates4.  
 
The participants experienced fewer TOTs in Norwegian than English. They had more TOTs 
for common noun cognates1 and proper noun non-cognates4 in English than in Norwegian. 
There was a similar number of TOTs for common noun non-cognates2 across languages. 
They had fewer TOTs for proper noun cognates3 in English than Norwegian.  
 
Within Norwegian, the participants experienced a similar number of TOTs across all 
conditions, while in English they experienced far fewer TOTs for proper noun cognates3 than 
common noun cognates1, common noun non-cognates2, and proper noun non-cognates4.  
 
The proportion of TOTs was calculated by dividing the number of TOTs by the total number 
of known words (Knows and TOTs).13 The total proportion of TOTs was greater in English 
than in Norwegian. It was also greater in English than Norwegian for common noun 
cognates1, common noun non-cognates2, and specifically greater for proper noun non-
cognates4. For English proper noun cognates3, the TOT proportion was almost equal to that 
of proper noun cognates3 in Norwegian.  
 
Within Norwegian, the participants had the lowest proportion of TOTs for proper noun non-
cognates4. For the three other conditions, common noun cognates1, common noun non-
cognates2 and proper noun cognates3, the TOT proportion was similar.  
 
Additionally, Table 6 shows the sum of correct phonological information access during TOTs 
in each condition and language. There were more correct phonological answers in Norwegian 
than in English. The number of correct phonological answers in Norwegian was lowest for 
proper noun non-cognates4. For the conditions common noun cognates1, common noun non-
cognates2, and proper noun cognates3, the number of phonological correct answers was 
																																																								
13	The formula was like this: TOTs/(Known+TOTs)= tip-of-the-tongue proportion. For instance with the 
Norwegian common noun cognates, that would be 26/(184+26)=~0.12.	
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similar. In English the number was lowest for proper noun cognates3, while for the other 
conditions, the number was similar.  
 
The number of phonological correct answers was equal across languages for common noun 
non-cognates2 and almost equal across languages for proper noun non-cognates4 (29 for 
Norwegian, 31 for English). They had fewer correct answers for common noun cognates1, 
and far fewer correct answers for proper noun cognates3 in English than in Norwegian. 
 
We ran ANOVAs in the TOT experiment findings per response type (TOT, TOT proportion, 
Known and Unknown) The ANOVAS were two-way crossed with the factors of language 
(Norwegian, English) and condition (Common noun cognates1, Common noun non-
cognates2, Proper noun cognates3, Proper noun non-cognates4). The ANOVA tested for two 
main effects (language and condition) and one interaction (language by condition).  
 
No significant effects were found for the simple counts of TOTs. On the other hand, we did 
see a significant difference in the proportion of TOTs between Norwegian and English 
(p<.01).  
 
For Known responses we found a significant difference between languages as a whole 
(p<.001) and a significant interaction between language and condition (p<.01). Common 
noun cognates1 and Proper noun cognates3 are the only conditions that significantly differ in 
English (p<.01). For Norwegian, both Common noun non-cognates2 and Proper noun non-
cognates4 differ from Common noun cognates1 and Proper noun cognates3 (ps<.01).   
 
For Unknown responses we also found a significant difference between the languages a 
whole (p>.001) and a significant interaction between language and condition (p<.01). Only 
Proper noun cognates3 significantly differs from all other conditions in English (p<.01). Both 
Common noun non-cognates2 and Proper noun non-cognates4 differ from Common noun 
cognates1 and Proper noun cognates3 (ps<.01) (like with the “Know” responses, just in the 
opposite direction).    
 
3.4.1 Regression analyses  
Linear multiple regression analyses were run for TOT proportions and Unknown responses 
with the vocabulary scores and factors as predictors. The dependent variables from these 
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English Unknowns Norwegian Unknowns 
factor t-value proportion value factor t-value proportion value 
English Vocabulary Test t=-3.490 p=0.00261 ** Norwegian Proficiency t=-2.562 p=0.0196 * 
Late English Fluency t=2.222 p=0.03937 * Late English Fluency t=2.138 p=0.0465 * 
Language Competition t=2.839  p=0.01089 *    
      
English TOT Proportions Norwegian TOT Proportions 
factor  t-value proportion value factor t-value proportion value 
Mixed Language Exposure t=2.106 p=0.0495 * English Proficiency t=2.220 p=0.039527 * 
English Vocabulary Test t=-2.048 p=0.0555 . Norwegian Proficiency t=-4.746 p=0.000161 *** 
English Proficiency t=2.061 p=0.0541 . Language Competition t=2.214 p=0.039981 * 
   Mixed Language Exposure t=2.287 p=0.034518 * 
      
	
	 Table 7. Dependent variables. *= degree of significant relations. .= borderline significance  
analyses are shown in Table 7, showing us which variables have a significant relationship 
with the TOT proportions and Unknown responses during the TOT experiments.  
 
Predictors of TOT proportions 
For English one variable showed a significant relationship. Mixed exposure to Norwegian 
and English was positively related to a higher proportion of English TOTs, such that more 
exposure of a mixture of English and Norwegian would result in a higher proportion of 
English TOTs. There were also two borderline predictors: the English vocabulary test that 
related negatively, and English proficiency that related positively, to English TOT 
proportions. This means that first, scoring lower on the English proficiency test would lead to 
a higher proportion of TOTs; second, participants with a higher proficiency in English would 
experience a higher proportion of TOTs in English.  
 
For Norwegian there were four significant predictors: English proficiency related positively, 
Norwegian proficiency related negatively, and Language competition and Mixed language 
exposure, both related positively to Norwegian TOT proportions. This means that participants 
with a higher English proficiency, lower Norwegian proficiency, more language competition 
and more mixed language exposure would all experience a higher proportion of TOTs in 
Norwegian.  
 
Predictors of Unknowns 
Three factors significantly related to the number of English unknowns: the English 
vocabulary test related negatively, and late English fluency and language competition related 
positively to English unknowns. This means that participants that scored lower on the English 
vocabulary test, reached English fluency at a later point and experienced more language 
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Also, two factors were significantly related, to the Norwegian unknowns: Norwegian 
proficiency related negatively, and late English fluency related positively to the Norwegian 
unknowns. This means that the participants with lower Norwegian proficiency and who 




Is this study we attempted to find which aspects of the bilingual profile relate to Norwegian-
English bilinguals’ issues with word finding. To do this, we performed two within participant 
experiments with 29 Norwegian-English bilinguals trying to induce tip-of-the-tongue 
experiences using definitions of low frequent words in each of the two languages. The 
participants were also subjected to vocabulary tests in both languages to get objective 
measures of proficiency. Additionally they answered a comprehensive self-rated bilingual 
language profile questionnaire measuring key aspects of their profile.  
 
4.1 Significant findings in the TOT scores and factor correlations 
No significant effects were found on the simple count of TOT states for Norwegian-English 
bilinguals. Therefore I cannot discuss the results based on the simple counts of TOTs. We 
did, on the other hand, find significant effects for TOT proportions, which show the amount 
of TOT states the participants experienced based on their total capacity of experiencing TOTs 
(words they know). The results show a significantly higher amount of TOT proportions in 
English than in Norwegian among our bilinguals.  
 
Additionally, we found that the participants knew significantly more English common noun 
cognates1 than proper noun cognates3. For Norwegian, they knew significantly more common 
noun non-cognates2 than both common noun cognates1 and proper noun cognates3, and 
significantly more proper noun non-cognates4 than common noun cognates1 and proper noun 
cognates3. 
 
For the words the participants did not know, they knew significantly fewer proper noun 
cognates3 than common noun cognates1, common noun non-cognates2, and proper noun non-
cognates4 in English. For Norwegian, they knew significantly fewer common noun cognates1 
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and proper noun cognates3 than common noun non-cognates2, and significantly fewer 
common noun cognates1 and proper noun cognates3 than proper noun non-cognates4.  
 
The regression analyses with the vocabulary scores and factors as predictors showed that for 
English TOT proportions, the more the bilinguals experienced mixed exposure of Norwegian 
and English (competition input), the higher proportion of English TOTs they got. Also, one 
borderline predictor showed that a smaller English vocabulary in our participants yielded a 
higher proportion of TOTs in English. Another borderline predictor showed that bilinguals 
who had a higher proficiency in English experienced a higher proportion of TOTs in English.  
In other words, higher TOT proportions in English were significantly related to what seems 
like competition from the two languages, and near significantly related to vocabulary size and 
proficiency in English.   
 
There were four significant predictors for the Norwegian TOT proportions. First, the analyses 
showed that high English proficiency yielded a higher proportion of Norwegian TOTs in 
bilinguals. Also, low Norwegian proficiency, experiencing more language competition or 
being more exposed to Norwegian and English (competition input) yielded a higher 
proportion of Norwegian TOTs. The Norwegian TOT proportions in our study were therefore 
seemingly related to proficiency and language competition. Other findings in the regression 
analyses showed that having a smaller English vocabulary, acquiring fluency in English late 
or experiencing more language competition relates to bilinguals having a smaller vocabulary 
in English. In addition, analyses showed that a lower Norwegian proficiency and a later 
acquired fluency in English are related to bilinguals having a smaller vocabulary in 
Norwegian. 
 
4.2 Discussion of TOT scores and factor correlations  
4.2.1 TOT scores 
The higher TOT proportions in English seem to be consistent with the weaker links 
predictions because our participants reported using Norwegian more frequently than English. 
They also stated Norwegian as their preferred language, being more exposed to Norwegian 
than English, and starting to hear Norwegian from birth (0) as opposed to English at a mean 
of 6.5 years. All these factors could indicate a higher frequency of Norwegian use, and 
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should therefore, also result in more TOTs in English than Norwegian. Higher TOT 
proportions in English than Norwegian is also consistent with the competition for selection 
hypothesis’ prediction that you will get fewer TOTs in the language where you have the 
highest proficiency because you are then more trained to suppress the competing non-target 
language. The participants reported a higher proficiency in Norwegian than in English, which 
then coincides with them experiencing a higher proportion of TOTs in English than 
Norwegian. So taken together, the total TOT proportion scores seem to provide a combined 
support for both the weaker links- and competition account.  
 
The weaker-links hypothesis predicted a cognate facilitation effect where cognate words 
would yield fewer TOTs, because of the Costa et al. (2000) prediction that cognates have 
only one phonological representation in both languages. The results in this study seem to 
contradict this prediction because the TOT proportions on cognates and non-cognates were 
fairly similar; it even looks like the participants experienced higher TOT proportions with 
cognates compared to non-cognates (even though this difference was not rendered 
significant).  So, they did not experience lower TOT proportions with cognates, but our 
results did not significantly show whether they experienced higher TOT proportions with 
cognates either. Therefore, it seems like there was no cognate facilitation effect, which then, 
as said, contradicts the prediction from the weaker links hypothesis. The only place where 
one could maybe sense a cognate facilitation effect is between the English proper noun 
cognates and -non-cognates. But there may be another reason why proper noun non-cognate 
TOT proportions were this different compared to proper noun cognates. Finding proper noun 
non-cognate words in Norwegian and English was very challenging and demanding due to 
the similarity of the two languages (i.e. many cognates). To come up with enough non-
cognate proper nouns in English and Norwegian, we had to look for target words in specific 
children’s TV shows and in the Harry Potter-, and Lord of the Rings universe. Many of these 
shows, movies and books have non-cognate translations of their proper nouns, both in their 
titles and in the names of the various characters. In Norway, people have seen a lot of these 
shows an movies, and might for instance in the beginning have read the books or seen the 
dubbed movies in Norwegian. When getting older, they might have read or seen them again, 
but now in English. Therefore, the grounds for knowing the proper non-cognate words may 
be specifically linked to factors such as age of acquisition, language environment etc. and 
therefore may be based on different grounds for knowledge than the words in the other three 
conditions (i.e. the lack of available proper noun non-cognate words limits the possibility for 
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matching it properly with the other conditions). Summing up, all these challenging aspects of 
choosing the proper noun non-cognate stimuli might have put a restraint on their credibility. 
The high proportion of TOTs in non-cognate proper nouns could perhaps then be just an 
effect of too low frequent words that the participants thought that they had a TOT for the 
word in the target language, but in reality they did not.  
 
The significant differences in unknown words across conditions and language tell us that in 
English, the proper noun cognate3 target words were harder for our participants to find than 
all other three conditions. For Norwegian the common noun cognates1 and proper noun 
cognates3 were harder to find than proper noun non-cognates4. This shows that in the English 
stimuli, the proper noun cognate3 stimuli was much more difficult than the other three 
conditions, and in Norwegian the common noun cognate1 and proper noun cognate3 stimuli 
was more difficult than proper noun non-cognates4. More even unknown results would have 
made the results more credible as the TOTs in the different conditions would then have 
occurred on more similar grounds than what they truly did in this study.    
4.2.2 Factor correlations 
That higher English proficiency and lower Norwegian proficiency related to higher TOT 
proportions in Norwegian, means that the participants in our study reporting a higher 
proficiency in English and a lower proficiency in Norwegian, experienced more TOTs in 
Norwegian. This would support the competition hypothesis’ prediction, that a higher 
proficiency in a language reduced the need for the suppression of the other language due to 
better inhibitory control, and therefore might have lead to fewer TOTs in that language. The 
results just show this in a reversed manner. So, because proficiency in Norwegian was lower 
than in English, one had to suppress the English language while thinking for Norwegian, 
which then would lead to more experiences of TOTs in Norwegian. The need for suppression 
seemingly increased when speaking in Norwegian compared to English. Also, the 
participants who experienced a mixed and competitive input from both languages, in addition 
to more language competition, fell into more Norwegian TOTs. This may also support the 
competition hypothesis, seeing as both those factors deal with the competition of the two 
languages. The language competition factor includes a great mix of English and Norwegian 
variables (i.e. could lead to competition, hence the factor name) and amongst others the 
variables of language intrusions (see Table 5 in results section). The competition factor 
correlating significantly with higher TOT proportions in Norwegian could provide further 
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support for the competition account, seeing as experiencing more language intrusions could 
be interpreted as having less experience with controlling the other active non-target language 
in a conversation (Green & Abutalebi, 2013).  
 
Our bilinguals’ TOT proportions in English were higher for those who had experienced more 
mixture of exposure to both English and Norwegian. This may suggest that there is 
competition when mixed exposure to your two languages makes you experience a higher 
amount of TOTs out of your known vocabulary (i.e. support for competition for selection 
hypothesis). The English vocabulary test also reached a borderline significance where the 
English proportion of TOTs was higher for those who scored lower on the English 
vocabulary test (had smaller English vocabulary). Smaller vocabulary might be related to 
frequency of use, and therefore this may indicate support for the weaker links hypothesis. 
Another interesting borderline relation is that of the factor English Proficiency, meaning that 
those who rated themselves as having a higher English proficiency might also have 
experienced a higher proportion of TOTs in English. This would then contradict the 
predictions from the competition for selection hypothesis, as higher proficiency in English 
would have reduced the need for suppression of Norwegian, thus decreased the proportion of 
English TOTs. These last two discussed relations only reached a borderline significant effect, 
which means that one cannot make clear-cut arguments based on them.     
	  
4.3 Interesting patterns in the data 
An interesting trend in the data is that the participants in two conditions, common noun non-
cognates2 and proper noun cognates4, had the same or very similar amount of correct answers 
to phonology across languages. That our bilinguals have more or less the same access to 
phonology for common noun non-cognates2 and proper noun cognates3 in both languages, 
could, according to the weaker links hypothesis, could suggest that they use both languages 
equally frequent (the prediction that correct access to phonology in a language is related to 
frequency of use). On the other hand, for common noun cognates1 and proper noun non-
cognates4, there are more correct answers to phonology in Norwegian than in English. Those 
results again may suggest that our bilinguals use the Norwegian language more frequently 
than English according to the weaker links hypothesis. Therefore, the results depicting our 
bilinguals’ access to phonology could seem contradictory when discussing them in light of 
the predictions made by Gollan & Silverberg’s (2001) weaker links hypothesis (because they 
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are similar for common noun non-cognates2 and proper noun cognates3, but different for 
common noun cognates1 and proper noun non-cognates4). The competition for selection 
account does not predict any degree of correct access to phonology as the hypothesis assumes 
that TOTs occur during lexical selection, therefore before phonological activation. None of 
the results from access to phonology have been validated for significance and must therefore 
be analyzed and investigated further for anyone to make any clear assumptions.   
 
The similarity of TOT proportions for proper noun cognates3 across Norwegian and English 
may indicate a support the weaker links prediction based on Costa et al.’s (2000) assumption 
that cognates share the same phonological representation across languages. The weaker links 
hypothesis makes this prediction because if cognates share phonological representation 
across languages, there will not be a difference based on frequency of use because the same 
representation is accessed regardless of the target language (Norwegian or English). At the 
same time, there is neither a noticeable similarity between the common noun cognates1 across 
Norwegian and English nor a significant difference between them. Therefore the support for 
the weaker links hypothesis on this account is at best partial, and not fully arguable. 
 
It is interesting to see that cognates and non-cognates within languages are similar for 
common nouns, but not for proper nouns in both Norwegian and English. So if I were to only 
look to the common noun TOT proportions, there would seem to be support for the 
competition account here predicting that the TOT proportions are not influenced by 
phonology. As for the proper nouns, although not proved to be significantly different, they 
may be different simply because of the before-mentioned difficulty with finding proper noun 
non-cognate stimuli.  
 
It seems like there is evidence for the competition account with the prediction that you should 
experience fewer TOTs in your dominant language, because the number of TOTs should be 
connected to language dominance and other language dominance related factors. 27 out of 29 
participants in the current study stated that their dominant language was Norwegian. 
Therefore, the result of higher proportions of TOTs in English (non-dominant language) 
seems consistent with this prediction. 
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4.4 Critique of the study and aspects that might have had a negative impact on 
results 
Norwegian and English are two languages that are very similar, as I pointed out in the 
comparison section during the introduction. Because the languages are that similar, this could 
have led to a lot of mutual activation during our tip-of-the-tongue experiments. There are for 
instance so many cognates sharing phonological, semantic, and/or orthographical traits across 
both languages. The cognate issue is something that also made the process of creating stimuli 
for TOT experiments a challenging and time demanding one, trying to match the target words 
on frequency, letters, phonemes, and syllables as well as possible. The results from the TOT 
scores showing unknown and known words also show that the stimuli were not ideally 
matched, as some target words within certain conditions were significantly harder to come up 
with than others in the set of stimuli from both languages. The weakness of the similarity 
between the languages might have led to further competition that perhaps could have been 
avoided had we tested bilinguals with two more differing languages.  
 
Additionally, we did not control for or manipulate translatability, which would have been a 
great way of securing that the stimuli probably would have been more known for the 
participants. That way, we could have gotten more genuine TOTs because there would have 
been a greater possibility of our participants knowing the target words. The set of definitions 
should also have been subjected to some sort of filtering or testing before running the 
experiments. That way, there would maybe have been less confusion around whether the 
definition for instance might have aimed for a common- or proper noun, which was the case 
during the testing of our subjects. The participants would have understood the definitions 
better in general as well.  
 
The LEAP-Q also showed some weaknesses as the purpose of some of the questions we 
asked the participants about were hard to interpret. Having agreed on all questions and what 
they meant before we started testing subjects would have been an even better way to make 
sure the responses were as accurate as possible. The fact that the LEAP-Q in itself was based 
on self-ratings may also have impacted the results negatively, even though self-rated 
measures were proven to be sufficiently accurate by Marian et al. (2007).  There is always a 
chance that some subjects are not as genuine when answering those kinds of questions, or 
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that for instance when rating proficiency, they do not have enough self-knowledge to rate 
themselves accordingly.   
 
A clear weakness in this study is that the number of 30 participants is too low to be sure of 
the factors and the data in general. The fewer participants you have, the harder the factors 
may be to interpret, as the common ground for the variables is not as clear-cut, making it 
harder to see what makes the different variables correlate within a factor. This is what 
happened with the factor analyses in this study, where for some of the factors it was hard to 
see what they were really measuring. Moreover, the participant group did not vary enough on 
the more critical variables needed to make clearer assumptions as most of the bilinguals we 
tested shared both dominance and language use.  
 
4.5 Suggestions for future research 
Future research on the same topic should focus even more on matching the stimuli across 
conditions and also check the stimuli for translatability, and try to find a more diverse group 
of participants. That would make the results more credible than in the current study. It would 
also haven been interesting to look more into the access of phonology during TOT states, and 
to include a question, if the participant resolved a TOT state underway, of what made them 
resolve the TOT. For instance, using the current study as a base, adding a question like “If 
this TOT was resolved under way, which phonological information question helped you most 
in resolving the TOT?” Then the alternatives could have been “initial letter/sound”, “final 
letter/sound” or “number of syllables”. Adding that as a question in a future study would 
provide data on phonological/orthographical traits that may facilitate TOT resolution. A 
study with the same manipulations of stimuli as the current one, only with bilinguals where 
the other language apart from English is not as similar, would also be beneficial to do to 
check the impact language similarity may have on these type of studies. 	
	
4.6 Conclusion  
The significant results in this study could seem to point towards most evidence for the 
competition for selection hypothesis. Even though, superficially, the higher proportion of 
TOTs in English than in Norwegian may seem to provide a combined support for both the 
weaker links hypothesis and the competition for selection hypothesis, the correlations of 
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factors seem to gear more towards support for the competition for selection account. The fact 
that it seemed like we could not find a cognate facilitation effect, and that mixed language 
exposure of English and Norwegian (could also be interpreted as competition input) 
significantly correlated with higher TOT proportions in both languages, may suggest that the 
TOT states were induced by the competition of two translation equivalents at the lexical level 
during the planning stages of language production. Another factor that for us seems to 
measure language competition in itself, with positively correlating variables of language 
intrusions, also significantly correlated with Norwegian TOT proportions. This seemingly 
provides further support for the competition for selection hypothesis. On the other hand, in 
addition to higher TOT proportions in English than in Norwegian, other results also seemed 
to provide support for the weaker links. Therefore I will not conclude as to which hypothesis 
holds the answer to the mechanism underlying the occurrences of tip-of-the-tongue states in 
bilinguals. I will simply state that more research is needed to make a more clear-cut 
assumption on the issue.  
 
What I can say is that in the current study, the factors of the bilingual language profile that 
related most to TOT proportions in both languages were language competition both with 
interaction and input (mixed language exposure), and also proficiency and vocabulary 
knowledge. Due to the many challenges with our relatively low number of participants and 
the other weaknesses mentioned above, more research is needed on this topic to ensure 
credibility of how the bilingual disadvantage of tip-of-the-tongue states in word finding 
relates to the bilingual language profile.  
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Foil 1  
 
Foil 2  
 

















Plagg som benyttes for å 
gi overkroppen en ønsket 























Maskin som ved rotasjon 
















Generator som, typisk på 
sykler, omdanner 
mekanisk energi til 



















En person, ting eller 

















Forkortelse som blir lest 













Delen av ytterveggen på 
et hus som slutter seg til 
husets skrånende 





























Ord som har navn etter en 































Fredsmegler mellom to 












En person som har det 
overordnede musikalske 
















Tynt plastikkrør til å føre 











14 En person som stopper ut 
dyr.  
taksidermist dermatolog tapetserer karikatur 





strekker seg over hele 

















Krukke til å oppbevare 













samfunn der alt er 


























Utendørs hagespill der en 












Bruskskive som befinner 






















Foil 2  
 
Foil 3  




Lagkonkurranse hvor hver 
deltager gjennomfører en 































Væske som sprøytes inn i 














Elektrisk uttak i veggen med 













Blåsvarte bær med bitter 














Gul ugressblomst som 
kommer om våren, hvis 


















En rot man bruker som 
krydder i mat eller drikke. 
Finnes i frisk, tørket, malt 

















Solskjerm over vindu, dør 

















































Virus som forårsaker 
betennelse i spyttkjertlene, 

















Sterkt truet kattedyr, størst 
utbredelse i Skandinavia og 
videre østover gjennom 


















presentasjonssekvens til TV 
program eller film, gjerne 








































16 Stativ til lerret for malere. staffeli stillas staffasje armatur 
 
17 













Læraktig syntetisk stoff, 













Typisk materiale brukt til 








































Hva het mannen i 
Bibelen som Jesus 












Hva heter den 















Hva er navnet på 
den amerikanske 
romfergen som 
eksploderte rett etter 











Hva er etternavnet 
til Wendy i Peter 
Pan? 




Hva er fornavnet til 
skuespilleren som 
spilte Kate i 
TVserien "Lost" og 
















Hva er etternavnet 
til skuespilleren som 













Hva heter den 
kjente filmtrilogien 


























Hva het mannen 
som var amerikansk 
































Hva er etternavnet 













Hva er etternavnet 


















Hva er etternavnet 
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14 
Hva er etternavnet 
til mannen som 












Hva er etternavnet 













Hva er fornavnet til 
verdens raskeste 
mann? 
Usain Carl Jessie Tayeb 
 
17 
Hva er etternavnet 












Hva er fornavnet til 

































Hva het skipet som 
fraktet de første 
engelske bosetterne 





















Foil 1  
 
Foil 2  
 
Foil 3  
 
1 
Hva heter husnissen 












Hva heter eselvennen 

























Hva heter feen i 
filmen om Peter 
Pan?  
Tingeling Aurora Tigelilje Marina 
 
5 
På hvilken øy vest 
for Sør Amerika har 












Hva heter vesnene i 
Ronja Røverdatter 






























Hva heter den 
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9 
Hva er etternavnet til 












Hva heter tegneserien 
som handler om 
Baltus, hunden Sniff 















Hva er hjemlandet til 











Hva er navnet på 
Anne Cath. Vestlys 






















14 Hva heter skolehuset 











Hva heter stedet der 












Hva heter gården i 













Hva heter den oransje 













Hva heter den gule 
hunden som gjemmer 
seg under 































Hva er navnet til 




























Foil 1  
 
Foil 2  
 
Foil 3  
 
1 
Hereditary social status 
or position conferred by 




















A person unnecessarily 













A phrase or manner of 
expression natural or 
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5 
Game like hockey but 
with ball caught by, 
carried, and thrown 











Adherent of the view 













Stoppered glass vessel, 
in which spirits are 
















































A piece of jewelry 
thought to be a magical 
charm or protection 














































A system that supplies 
fields with water using 











Someone who bears a 







































A bird sanctuary or 






























An opponent a person 
cannot overcome and 






















Foil 1  
 
Foil 2  
 
Foil 3  
 
1 
A large escape of blood 
from vessels including 










2 Able to read and write. literate professor proletariat adjunct 
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3 
The complete remains of 
a dead animal, especially 



























A person or animal that 












The crime of making 












A small shining disk or 













8 The meat of a deer. venison sirloin brisket rump 
9 A person who brings suit 
to a court of law. 
plaintiff contractor accusative litigator 
10 A rolling staircase. escalator cascade conveyor vestibule 
 
11 










The broken remains of a 





















A rush of animals 










15 An irrational belief in 
omens or magic. 





A sharp hooked claw 





































A prejudiced person who 
is intolerant of any 












A young bird with its 
first feathers or any new 












Someone who is 




























Foil 1  
 
Foil 2  
 
Foil 3  
 
1 
What is the last name of 













What is the original last 
name of the boxer who 












What is the last name of 












What is the last name of 
the cosmonaut who was 















What is the last name of 











6 What was Princess 











What is the last name of 












8 What is the first name of 












What is the last name of 
the actress who played 













What is the last name of 
the director of the "Lord 











What is the last name of 













What is the last name of 












13 What is the last name of 











What is the last name of 













What is the last name of 
the black athlete who 4 
gold medals at the 1936 












What is the last name of 
the Scottish actor who 












What is the first name of 
the actor who played the 
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18 
What is the name of the 










19 What is the name of the 











What is the name of the 





















Foil 1  
 
Foil 2  
 
Foil 3  
 
1 
White and black beagle 













children's TV series on 
Nickelodeon depicting a 















American western TV 
drama that aired from 
1955-75 with Burt 
















British children's TV 
series about creatures 
who live on a small 
moon-like planet who 













The blue creature in the 
British children’s TV 












A brown chimpanzee, 
whose best friend is "The 













One of the twelve sign of 
the Zodiac, whose 


































Tall cartoon character 

















Children's horror book 















Disney character who 
sails out on a daring 
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13 
A blue haired boy in a 
children's tv series – who 
helps fix problems with 
















Giant three-headed dog – 
used as a guardian for 
the Philosopher's Stone 












American animated TV 
series following Hewey, 












A children's TV program 






























British police drama 
series set in the fictitious 
smalltown of 





























phoenix, who comes to 
Harry Potter's aid in the 





















6.3 Words for vocabulary tests 
 






















Loading values Factor RC3 
Norwegian Informal Learning 
Loading values Factor RC2 
Norwegian Proficiency 
Loading values Factor RC5 




ENG Vocabulary Proficiency 
ENG Recent Reading Exposure 
ENG Speaking Proficiency 
ENG Grammar Proficiency             
ENG General Exposure                  
Q4b_Speaking_Eng                   
Q4k_Prof_Writing_Eng            
Q3g_Expos_InteractFriend_Eng                               
Q2j_Contrib_Reading_Eng          
Q6b_Choice_Eng                    
Q2h_Contrib_InteractFriend_Eng                 
Q12a_Grammar_Correct_Eng        
Q9_Import_Good_EngAccent  
Q5b_FluentSpeaking_Age_Nor 
Q3l_Expos_Music_Eng               
Q3j_Expos_SelfInstruct_Eng   
Q3k_Expos_TV_Eng                  
Q5d_FluentReading_Age_Nor         
Q5_Regional_Rating 





Q5a_Read_Nor     
0.81 
0.79 
0.78                                          
0.76 























Q3d_Expos_SelfInstruct_Nor                         
Q2g_Contrib_Music_Nor            
Q3f_Expos_Music_Nor                                             
Q2f_Contrib_TV_Nor                
Q3e_Expos_TV_Nor                  
Q2e_Contrib_SelfInstruct_Nor                                  
Q3c_Expos_Reading_Nor  
Q2l_Contrib_SelfInstruct_Eng  
Q2m_Contrib_TV_Eng                
Q2n_Contrib_Music_Eng             
Q2d_Contrib_School_Nor    
Q5g_StartReading_Age_Eng           
Q2c_Contrib_Reading_Nor         




















Q5e_Prof_Writing_Nor                                         
Q4c_Prof_Reading_Nor              
Q4g_Prof_Spelling_Nor                                         
Q4f_Prof_Vocab_Nor  
Q4a_Prof_Speak_Nor   
Q4e_Prof_Grammar_Nor  
Q4b_Prof_Pronoucing_Nor     
Q1a_Country_Nor 
Q3_Dialect_Modify                          
Q4k_Prof_Writing_Eng            
Q4l_Prof_Grammar_Eng           
Q2n_Contrib_Music_Eng    
Q5_Regional_Rating  
Q15a_Accident_Mix_Words_Freq   






















                         
                          
                     
Q5f_FluentSpeaking_Age_Eng  
Q1a_Country_Nor           
Q5e_StartHearing_Age_Eng   
Q5h_FluentReading_Age_Eng    





Q3h_Expos_InteractFamily_Eng                      
Q16a_Intentional_SubIn_Eng 
Q2i_Contrib_InteractFamily_Eng1  
Q16b_Intentional_SubIn_Nor      
 
0.82 










-0.67   
-0.69 
                                          












Proportion Variance     




Improve English Pronunciation 
Loading values Factor RC6 
Language Competition 
Loading values Factor RC8 
Mixed Language Exposure 
Loading values Factor RC7 
Late Norwegian Fluency 
Loading 
values 
Q12c_Improve_Pronounciation                          
Q7f_Ident_Cult_Nor              
Q9_Import_Good_EngAccent          
Q10_Effort_Improv_EngAccent                          
Q12d_Want_Like_Native_Eng         
Q4b_Prof_Pronoucing_Nor           
Q12a_Grammar_Correct_Eng    
Q3k_Expos_TV_Eng       
Q2m_Contrib_TV_Eng            
Q12b_Attention_Pronounciation             
Q2c_Contrib_Reading_Nor   
Q2h_Contrib_InteractFriend_Eng  
Q4b_Other_Dialect_Length          












-0.35      




Q15b_Accident_Nor_Intrude_Eng     
Q5g_StartReading_Age_Eng          
Q15a_Accident_Mix_Words_Freq      
Q3_Dialect_Modify  
Q5h_FluentReading_Age_Eng        
Q12d_Want_Like_Native_Eng         
Q2b_Contrib_InteractFamily_Nor    
Q3l_Expos_Music_Eng  
Q2h_Contrib_InteractFriend_Eng    
Q5_Regional_Rating 
Q4b_Speaking_Eng    
Q3j_Expos_SelfInstruct_Eng  
Q2l_Contrib_SelfInstruct_Eng     


















Q8_Accent_NonNative_Obvious       
Q3a_Expos_InteractFriend_Nor      
Q2d_Contrib_School_Nor    
Q3k_Expos_TV_Eng   
Q12b_Attention_Pronounciation     
Q12a_Grammar_Correct_Eng          




Q6b_Choice_Eng   
Q4b_Speaking_Eng    
Q2a_Contrib_InteractFriend_Nor     



















Q4a_Prof_Speak_Nor    
Age                              
Q4b_Prof_Pronouncing_Nor  
Q5e_StartHearing_Age_Eng      








































6.4 Factors with original variable- and factor names	
